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. TO OUR READERS .

Tourists-llomestic and Foreign
OR the past three years China Recowtructs EIACILITIES for internal Chi.nese tourists are also
I'E workers and staff members over the age of 45 I.
being improved, but at this point the problem is
have enjoyed week-long vacation trips with travel not so acute the numbers are still small, and most
prefer to put- up with relativgs or friends where posexpenses paid by our office welfare fund. This year
Beijing's hot weather arrived early, and in May some
of our staff took off for Jinan, "city of springs" and
capital of Shandong province. Side-trips from Jinan
took them to Qufu, birthplace of Confucius, and to
beautiful and historic Taishan (Mt. Tai), all in Shandong province. For over 20 centuries Mt. Tai wac
revered as one of the country's five "sacred" mountains.

A number of factories, schools and other organizations now sponsor similar summer trips for their o1d-

er

one sign of the improved living
in China.
Another sign is the number of
people of all ages who finance their own trips. In
two months during the summer of 1980, a small Beiemployees

standards

jing cooperative that runs package tours to the

sea-

side resort of Beidaihe east of Beijing had 400 clients,
including many palrs of newlyweds. Some young
people use their bicycles for longdistance travel (one
example is the amateur photographer whose story we
tell on page 32 of this issue).

For China's peasants, sightseeing tours were
undreamed-of luxuries just a few years ago. Today
they too aie beginning to travel, often on group tours.
To cite one case we know of, seven peasants from
Pengxian county, Sichuan province, hired a minibus
for a four-day trip to Sichuan's Mt. Emei. Others
go to big cities to shop and see the sights.
More and more foreign tourists are traveling to

China. The China International Travel Service received 124,000 in 1978, then 163,000 in 1979, then

218,000 in 1980 and 268,000 in 1981. Many people,
too, came on official or private business. This was
in addition to the millions of overseas Chinese, and
of Chinese from Hongkong and Macao visiting during
the same period.

sible, or in the very simplest hotels.

At a conference on tourism last year, Vice-Premier Wan Li stressed that, as a socialist country, China should put the enhancement of friendship between the Chinese and other peoples before economic
considerations. The "profit-first" mentality that has
poppd up recently should be criticized and discarded.
Factories, schools and communes should be included
in tourist itineraries in addition to scenic and historic
sites and museums. Those who wish to get away
from the standardized Western-style hotels should
get a chance to stay in traditional Beijing courtyard
houses, Yan'an cave-houses or yurt tent-homes in
Inner Mongolia. These points also reflected some of
the complaints and requests foreign and overseas
Chinese tourists had voiced over the past several
years.

This year, with new hotels, more air flights, better service and richer programs
some already com- stage-the China
pleted and others in the planning
International Travel Service expects to receive
300,000 foreign tourists (the figure is expected to
grow to 700,000 by 1985).

NTEW tourist routes are being laid out and resorts
I \ built. As this issue goes to press, China Reconstructs has three reporter-photographer teams looking at some such places in northeast China and in
Shanxi and Hunan provinces. In western Hundn
province our photographer will visit the new national
forest preserve, Blue Rock Mountain (at Zhangjiajie).
Armchair journeys to plpces of scenic, historic and
present-day interest will continue to be a special
feature of our magazine.
tl

TIiOURIST facilities are increasing, but not fast
r enough to meet the growing demand, In 1981
the number of hotel beds for foreign guests was 57
percent more than in 1980, but hotel reservations are
still hard to get. Hotels catering to foreign guestb
are not always up to international standards, one
reason being the shortage of trained personnel. Some
vocational schools and colleges have started courses
in hotel management and services. Only 500 have
been graduated so far; many more will be needed.
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Larger Black and Whites!
In my opinion your magazine has improved considerably. It is more colorful, less political and has a

greater

variety of artic,les. I do agree with one

There's Only One China
I agree with the editor's note in the
March 1982 "Our Postbag,, which refutes the fallac'ies of ,,two Chinas,, and
"one China, one Taiwan.,' The United
States is now violating international
law by selling weapons to Taiwan.
There is more urgent need now than
ever to support China,s stand: Taiwan
is a province of the People,s Republic

of China, and not an independent
country. No European country should
support the U.S. in its sale of weapons
to Taiwan.
GERD WEDEMEYER
Wiesbaden, Federal Republic ol
GerrnanA

Sino-Indian Friendship
For four years I have been subscribing
and hope to see further coverage of
reconstruction of transport system,

architectural developments, touring in-

frastructuie and banking industry.

Detailed descriptions are lacking.

Your article on Sino-Indian friendship
in the November 1981 issue has aroused

good feelings. Fantastic that it was
published in time before the Chinese

football team came to India.

BIMAL MAJUMDAR

West Bengal, Indio.

Heartwarming Cover
The February cover, "Village Nursery
in Shandong," is the most beautiful,
serene, tender and heartwarming you
have printed yet. It conveys to us that
from the heartbreaking and bitter past
comes a life of great hope, happiness
and freedom from exploitation.

,

Sulherland, Australia

W. CUMMINGS

A Good Lesson

reader who suggested the black and
white photographs could be larger as

sometimes it is diffic'ult to pick out
detail. I appreciate that space is at a

premium, but this could possibly
accomplished by either a

little

less

be

writ-

ten matter or maybe one less photograph to a page.
Thank you for your index, this is a
great help when looking for an article

in a hurry.

D. MOORE
Aldinga Beach, Australia

Through Chineee Eyes

They.are not being looked at by foreign
eyes, but telling about themselves.

Although I have lived all my life in
England, Canada and New Zealand, I

have always been attracted by, the
Chinese people and their way of life,
particularly the way they try to work
for harrnony and peaceful existence.
This is what our wor.ld needs so much,
and we need to learn from you.

I'm glad to see travel information,
I plan to visit your country
"because
during the next few years, and this
will help me make my travel plans.
BARBARA CONWAY
Rotorua, New Zealand,

Ask Visitors to Write
I would like to

see small sketches, or

mapsr to show areas described in
articles. In the May issue there is a
small map with the article about south-

example.

not despair due to poverty and their

snail's-pace progress. These can be remedied through scientific plan and of
course through struggle and hard work.
N. K. ZAHRAN

Zanzibar, Tanzania
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not strong in

China?

AHMED UMAR TAKALAFIYA

Ningi, Nigeria

The Arabic eilition of China

Re-

constructs leatures nxanA articles about

Muslims in China.

Ed.

I was glad that during my visit to
China I discovered CR. I have found
it very useful for adding authoritative
detail to what I have to say. Judging
from the questions, I think it would be
interesting to have articles on Chinese
symbolism to explain, for example, the
significance of the dragon and of the
figures on the roofs of buildings in the
Forbidden City and elsewhere.

T. C. BLACK

Dooer, England

llistorical Tales
I was very interested in the article
on legends and tales from history
("Jiang Taigong He Fished and
in the February
Waited" by Wei Tang

1982 issue). The English used is simple
but my problem is the pronunciation of

Will you introduce more legends and
tales in the next issue?
ABUDULATIFU, BATEGANYA
Jinja, Uganda

"Legenils and Tales" is a conlihuing
in most issues.

series ushich appears

western Yunnan, but lots of other
articles could use maps as well.
One more suggestion. A large num-

have come to China now. How about
asking some of them to write after their
return home about their impressions, or

Thanks to the Chinese governmentthrough good plans and mueh labor,
Hainan now enjoys rich fruits. Your
issue was a good lesson to me and to
all progressing countries. They should

More about Islam
Kindly let me know about the Islamic
religion in China. I am an old reader
of your magazine, since 1976, but only
a few articles talk about the Islamic
religion while you are always talking
about the rest of the religions. Does
this mean that the Islamic religion is

Chinese names.

The article cast my thoughts on my

your

Ed.

Chinese Symbolism

The magazine is'all that I hoped it
would be. It tells about the people of
China and what they are doing, and in
their own words. This is important.

ber of visitors from foreign countries

own island, Zanzibat, Tanzania, which
though progressing yet has not reached

-

-

1 read with much interest your article

on Hainan in the December lg81 issue.

able lor use cannot be returneil to the
writer,

better, make a bit of a competition,

with prizes a year's subscription,

etc.

FRED FISHER

Port Coquitlam, Canaila

We welcome contributions lrom
teaders about their impressions ol
China and releoant pictures. Il an

article is used, the writer will receitse a
two-geor gilt subscriptioz to China Reconstructs insteail of paAment. Because
of our limiteil staff, manuscripts unsuit-

-

Ed.

Suggestions

I have enjoyed reading CR and notice

that in the past six months the quality

of stories has improved.
f share your magazine with many
Americans here. I have given many
lectures on China as I am a tour escort
and have made five trips to your
country. The people who hear me talk
are very interested in learning about
"home life" in China, about progress
in medical technology as well as your
education system and opportunities for
youth to study. Perhaps you might do

an article on Children's

Palaces.

JOSEY DENIGAR
Hauerford,, Pa., U.S.A.

A Landmark Exhibit

of

inority Nstion ality Art
PENG JIANQUN

rf\HE

largest exhibition of works
by minority nationality artists
(and some Han artists on minority

-t

nationality subjects) since the
founding of the People's Republic
was held in Beijing in the spring
of 1982. Inclu'ded were Chinese
traditional paintings, oils, woodcuts, New Year pictures and sculp-

tures, in all. 379 works by 422
artists. The exhibit was memorable for the variety of techniques

tween the two peoples and introduced central China's culture and
technology to Tibet. Gesar, King ol
Linggar, another painting based on
Tibetan history, was one of the
most popular works in the exhibi-

awarded at the show (including
nine "excellent,'' 129 "outstanding"

and 11 honorable mentions),

30

went to Yunnan artists.

tion.

The oil Grandmother won one
of the nine top awards in the show.
Painted by Kim Il Riong, a 20year-old Korean nationality artist,
it was one of a number of works

and styles on display, the high level
of skill and the themes which mirrored the cultural heritage and
present lives of minority peoples
Some of the most impressive
works on present-day life include
the gouache Our Mtao FamiLA;
Whi,spering Secrets, a painting in
Chinese traditional style by an
Uygur artist: June Flouter Festiual
in the same genre from the brush
of a Han painter; a Naxi sculptor's

TIANG Feng, chairman of

the

with the Ministry of Culture

and

J

Chinese Artists' Association
co-sponsor of the exhibit along

the State Nationalities Affairs
happily reports that
Commission
- was very poPuthe exhibition
iar.

The association members now
number 2,300, of whom 150 are of

.

minority nationality. The success
of the exhibition will, Jiang believes, play a big role in the development of cuLtural life in minority regions and promote the
tr
training of more artists.
'Gelao Girls Picking Fruit,' by Wang

Hunter; the New Year pictures
Doctor Makes a House CalL by a
Nu nationality artist and Neus
Hope in a Mountain Vill.age by a
Jinuo artist; and Monba People,
an oil by Monba and Han artists.
A COMMON theme in many

fa-

in developing minority
people's talents. Of the 155 prizes

been active

[,iangpeng.

qls1ps is the solidarity between

Real Brothers,' woodcut by an
the Han and other nationali- 'Like
Uygur artist.

ties. The woodcut Like ReaL Brothers shows minority and Han

frontier guards working together in
defense of the border regions.

Princess Wen Cheng Teaches
in Tibet, a joint effort by
four artists of Tibetan, Qiang and
Weaoing

Han nationalities reminds viewers
how this Tang dynasty princess,
through her marriage with Tibetan
King Songtsan Gambo 1,300 years
ago, helped cement relations bePENG JIANQUN is a staff reporter for

China Reconstructs who frequently
covers minority subjects,

4

introducing new young artists for
the first time to a national audience. The 13-year-old Gelao painter Wang Liangpeng was represented by Gelao Girls Picking Fruit;
this youngster is among the Gelao nationality's first generation
trained in the fine arts.
Yunnan province has a greater
number of minority nationalities
than any other province, and since
the 1950s its Academy of Art and
provincial artistsl association have
CHINA BECONSTRUCTS

'C om mander-

in-Chief

ring, Yeri

Cering,

Zhu De \Ieets Living
BudCha Geda in 1935.'
in the Tiberan st1,le, by
Tibetan artists Rinzin
Namgral, Nyima CeDawa. Yexi Samdain
and Han artists Mei
Dingkai, Chen Bingxi
and

Lij

Shuming.

.,,

---?;,.-..

'Daring Riders on the Grasslands,' oil by Guanbu (Mongolian).

'Princess Wen Cheng Teaches Weaving in Tibet,' Chinese traditional painting by Shidanen (Tibetan),

Han) and Zhouba (Qiang).

Liu Huamin and Ye Ruize (both

'Cowherd with Flute,' Chinese traditional painting by Lei Fengqing
(Jingpo).

!

..

'Spring Flowers,' oil by Meng Shaohua (Bouyei).

.q.

'New Hope in a Jinuo Mountain Village,'New Year picture by Zi
Qie (Jinuo).

'Monba People,' oil by Yixi Zhuoma
(N{onba) and Han Ning (Han).

'Whispering Secrets,' Chinese traditional painting by Pajigul (Uygur).

ite'1

'June Florvcr Festival,' Chinese traditional painting by Duan Jianshan (Han).

'Singing Their way rromeward,' chinese traditional painting by Zang Hong El (Korean).

'Our Miao Family,' gouache by Shi Feng (Miao).

'Doctor Makes a House Call,'
New Year picture by Fu Dashan (Nu).

The newly truilt Xinglong coal mine at Yanzhou county, Shantlong province, with an annual capacity of three million tons.

Energy Resources and Policies
WU ZONGYING

f IKE every country, China rec- oil, natural gas and flowing water
IJ qgni2s5 that energy needs are suitable for hydroelectric projects.
grorving rapidly while energy Before 1949, except for a few coal
resources are increasingly limited,
and that to ensure national development and fulfill people's needs
serious choices have to be made.

The country's current energy policies take into accotrnt the resources availabl,,e, the costs and
speed of development and long-

term consequences.
China is richly endowed with
energy resources, including coai,
WU ZONGYING is head of the policy
research tlepartment under the State
Energy Commission,
AUGUST
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mines and power plants controlled
by foreign capitalists, almost none
of these resources were developed.
Over the past 30 years a diver-

also problems of efficient use of
resources, conservation and atmospheric pollution,
Coal

In 1981 China was the world's
sified power industry has been third largest producer of raw coal,
built up and basic self-sufficiency at 620 million tons. Total coal rea very significant development,-since a country
as large as China could not possibly depend on imported energy
resources and at the same time develop a modern industrial economy. However, full modernization
will require far more power than is
currently produced, and there are

has been achieved

serves are 650 billion tons, including large quantities of high-grade
anthracite and coking coal (needed
for steel making). Coal is found in
27 of tlte 29 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions (excluding Taiwan province).

Coal is the most developed of
China's energy resources. At the

nual coal consumption is not cornmensurate with the gross national
output of coa1, and waste is great.
The total value gained per ton
mined is a mere one fourth to a half
of the figure per ton in develoPed

countries. There is considerable
waste at the utilization stage because boilers and coal-btrrning
generators are not as efficient as
they could be; new equipment will
need to be built and old equipment
renovated. To meet the demands
of different industries, production
of commodity coals (:such as coking
coal) wilt be increased and the capacity to screen or purifY raw coal
expanded. Coal gasification experiments are being carried out in
Shenyang, Taiyuan and Yantai.
Finally, every eff ort is being
made to reduce pollution. New
state environmental regulations
have been issued. filters and other
protective devices are being developed and put into place, and
many localities now have comPrehensive pollution-control Plans
(see "'snroke City' Cleans UP Its
Air" in our June issue).
Oil and Natural Gas
Petroleum and natural gas are

high-quality energy

resources,

more efficient than either coal or
hydropower. China has fairlY rich
reserves of both, and in 1981 out-

A new, high-yield oil well in Baxian county, Hebei
time of liberation it accounted for
95 percent of the country's power
and the proportion even today is
70 percent, versus 25.6 percent for
oil and natural gas and 4.4 percent
for hydroelectricity. Almost 87 percent of China's boilers used coal as
fuel and 80 percent of the electrical
kilowatts generated are produced
from coal.
Coal of course has certain disadvantages as an energy source. It is
less efficient than oil or natural
gas. It is a serious poliuter of the
environment. Nevertheless, given
the scale of the country's coal resources, amount of investment
funds availabie and the current
Ievel of technology, coal will continue to be China's principal
energy resource for some time to
come.
10

province.

In the coming period top priolities will be to exploit coal resources more fully and efficiently
and to control pollution as much
as possible. Today there are 12
major mining areas, each producing about 10 million tons annually,
plus several thousand mines of all
sizes managed by local governments or communes and brigades

Many areas have proven coal resources that have not yet been exploited, and many new mines will
have to be opened up. This will ease
transport problems, but transportation facilities will also have to be
upgraded to get coal where it i,s
needed quickly and economically.
Plans call for existing coal mines
to increase thdir output and improve their extraction technology
and management. At present an-

put of crude oil was 100 million
tons and of natural gas 12.7 billion
cubic meters.

Oil and naturai gas will PlaY a
greater roLe in China's energy
structure by the end of the cen-

according to present Plans.
However, oil exploitation is a recent deveiopment Daqing, the
- oil field, only
country's first major
began to produce oil in 1969
and this resource is far from fullY

tury,

developed. Steady investment
Gver a period of years viill be required to increase output significantiy. Extraction technology also
needs to be improved. Joint ventures with foreign firms, particularly in offshore oil, will un-

doubtedly speed development.
At present little of China's oil is
used to generate electricity. Primafily it is used to fuel automotive, diesel and jet engines and to

provide raw materials f or the
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

petrochemical industry. Production of petroleum by-products, important for modernizing the econrimy. is growing rapidly. National
output of ethyiene and of chemical
fibers increased 250 and 280-fold
respectively between 1964 and
1981. Output of nitrogenous fertilizer, oniy 6,000 tons in 1949,
leached 9.8 million tons in 1981.
These uscs will not change much in
the future. The fact that there are
no private cars in China will conserve precious oil resources and

limit the amount of pollution
caused by internal combustion
engines.

Ilydroelectricity
Hydroelectricity is less efficient
as an energy source than either
natural gas, oil or coal. and huge
initial investments must be made
in dams, power generating equipment and transmission lines. The
great advantage of'eourse is that

it

depends on a continually renewed resource, flowing water,
rather than scarce and declining
resources such as oil and natural
gas. A great many hydroelectric
prcijects of all sizes have been built
over the last 30 years, and more
are in the construction and planning stages. Such projects require
time and money. but by the end

of the century hydroelectricity
should supply a considerably
greater proportion of China's
energy.

Nationally, potential

hydroelectric reserves are estimated at
380 million kilowatts. Proven reserves are mainly in the northwest, southwest and south central
China. Only a small portion of this

potential has been exploited. In
1981 the total hydroelectricity
generatd amounted to only 65
billion KWH. Developing this

potential is a key long-term
priority.

In addition to the major

to

developing alternates such

nology are underway in many

parts of the country.
Nuclear power installations will
be built in some areas, but th,ese
will play only a supplementary
part in China's energy plannin,g"
Balanced development and rarore

efficient use of energy reso,urces
will multiply power output rrn the
coming years, ensure se,lf-sufficiency and provide the motive
force for modernizing the rnational

By the end of the century hydroelectric projects such as this one, the largest in Dahua,
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Begion, will provide more of the nation,s ener.g-y needs.
*
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as

solar, geothermal., wind-power and
methane gas resources. In some
areas fuel forebts are being cultivated. These will be particularly
important in local areas without
access to other power sources.
Many such projects can be put into
use quickly and at ]ow cost. Research on and widespread popuIarization of the necessary tech-

economy.

.

energy

producers, attention is being paid

D

Photos bg Xinhua

Centrol Chino's Nerar Power Grid
CHEN SHANGKUI
500,000-volt extra-high tension power grid in central China was completed last December. It links
the Gezhouba power station on the Yangtze River
(the biggest in the country) with the Yaomeng thermal. power plant of the large Pingdingshan Coal Mine
in Henan province. It passes 594.8 kilometers through
Hubei and Henan provinces and is China's longest
transmission line with the htghest tension and largest
capacity. The most powerful previous Line was

Beiiing

-

r<

330,000 volts.

Hubei and Henan are key grain and economic
crop areas, with important machine-building, metal,
automobile, tractor and textile industries. Hubei has
large water resources and 60 percent of its electric
power comes from hydropower stations. Henan has

r
.,i,

River

abundant coal and a number of thermal power
- 90 percent of the province's total.
plants supplying
These have been constructed near mines to lower'
power transport costs.
Three transformer stations serve the line, two at
750,000 kilovolt-amperes, and a central one at 1,500,000
KVA
China's largest. The control center and
- all
have automatic and remote control
the substations
equipment. The line uses 1,514 towers, all 36 or 37
meters high.
The line passes through mountains, lakes, marshland and 1,170 metres across the Yangtze. In spite
of difficult terrain, it was finished in two years and a
month. Its construction provides experience for
SHEN 5HANGKUT is an officiar in the Ministry
Conservancy and Electric Power,

?^

ffk
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building other extra-high tension projects. Three
of water other 500,000-volt lines, totaling 1,300 kilometers, are
now golng

up.

!

r.'.r*,'"ii,i.#

A
L2

transformer station.

The 500,000-volt po$'er transmission lirte stretches across the

Liu GuanlJuan Changiiang (Yangtze) Rivel.

Xie Liilng

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Under construction the
extra-high tension trans-

mission line that will link the
giant Gezhouba hydropower
station on the Changiiang

(Yangtze) River with rhe
Yaomeng power plant in

Henan province.

{ie

[.i rirtg

Lineswoman.

Liu Guanyuan

Yaomeng power plant at the pingdingshan coal mine.

Li I'en

ij

The control center at Yaomeng power plant's No.

I

generating

unit.

Li

Fen

Life and Work on an
Offshore Drilling Platform
WEN TI.{NSHEN

AFFSHORE oii drilling is a ne'*'
tJ venture for China. To speed
development, China has undertaken joint projects with foreign
investors. One of the important
drilling areas is in the Bohai GuIf,
and the wells drilled there in partnership with a JapaneSe firm, the
Japan-China Petroleum Development Corporation, are a good example of the mutual benefits such
a project can bring.
The Japanese are providing the
advanced equipment and technicians, and will share some of the
oil recovered. China is providing
the work force, base facilities and
auxiliary equipment, and under
the contract Chinese personne).
will receive training and practical
experience in up-to-date oil technology, so that eventually they wili
be able to handle such projects on
their own.

massive extendable steel
which keep

it

legs

a constant 10 meters
above sea level. As we land, two
crewmen stand by with toam ex-

tinguishers in case of sparks

caused by the landing.

and high waves, which made it
particularlv difficult for the small
watch boat that continually circles
the platform on the alert for any
probiems. That the Chinese boat
crew stayed on duty despite the
danger won the admiration of
their Japanese colleagues. In a
practice rescue drill during my
stay, the ambulance boat retrieved
a "drowning man" in just 11 minutes frorn the time the aisrrn
sounded.
N{anager Hu is

in overall

charge

of the platform and of the

4?

Chinese crew members. FIe reports to the Tanggu branch of the

The 4?-year-old Chinese platlorm manager, Hu Tiezhao, steps
forward to greet the visitors and
comments that they are lucky to
have such fine weather. The day

China National Offshore Oil Corporation. Japanese Supervisor
Harumasa Kusano directs the
small contingent of foreign techni-

before there were force 10 winds

Filipino as well as Japanese). Un-

Manager

'Bohai No. 8'

a

The helicopter takes an hour to
reach the plattorm. Against the
deep green of its deck splashes oI
color stand out
equipment
- safety
in controiiing
in red to be used
blowouts. and workers' uniforrns
in bright orange, a color which is
easily spotted in the sea and, it is
said, repels sharks. The central
derrick is 44 meters high, and the
platform is supported by three

cians, (American, French

and

[Iu Tiezhao (left) briefs the relief manager abouJ the work situation

bcfore leaving on a well-earned holiday.

Chen Fusheng

On a beautiful late spring day
helicopter takes off frorn the

Tanggu Petroleum Base outside of

Tianjin and rackets its way over

calm waters toward the Bohai No.
8 oil drilling platform, carrying six

workers returning from leave, a
photographer and this reporter.
From the air Tanggu looks like a
modern port city in miniature. The
900-ton crane barge and the ocean
research vessel berthed at the dock
appear stately in comparison to
the small boats scuttling around
them. In the past few years the
Tanggu Base (which has 10,000
workers) has manufactured and
installed a dozen drilling plat-

forms, though Bohai No; B

is

Singapore-made,
WEN TIANSIIEN is a staff reporter in
the China Reconstructs economic sec-

tion.
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Manager Hu is up at daybreak,

in time to admire for a moment
a flock of seagulls, their wings
burnished by the rising sun. At
6:30 he talks by microwave tele-

&
,t,.i.

phone to Tanggu headquarters,
reporting on the work done the

day

before

drilling

progress!

number of workers
on duty, materials and equipment

used

and writing down today's orders,

4,,

which he reads back

before

hanging up.

&

,i.

Gou Hongyi, an enthusiastic young
driller.
Chen Fusheng
;"
;{:.

.{

d

By 7:30 he has donned his
orange coveralls and started an
inspection tour that will take him
to every working area. From automatic indicator screens he notes
the progress of drilling, mud density and gas pressure. (Soon after I left the platform the well
being drilled during my visit began to produce oii.) At 9:00 he is
checking engine-room maintenance. Passing a storeroom, he
proudly points out a tracked
pulling cart invented by one of
the technicians that has considerably reduced labor intensity. In
the clinic at 10:00, he consults Dr.
Li about establishing a sysiem of
health records for the whole staff.
The afternoon is taken up by
the daily meeting with the Japanese engineers and the managerial
staff. After the evening meal Hu
challenges some Workers to a ping
pong match and listens to a tape
recorded Chopin piano concerto.
for Improvement
Although to my untutored eyes
work on the platform seemed
quite professional and efficient,
the leaders report that the unit
has come a long way in the last
few years and that there is still
much room for improvement. In
the recreation room after dinner
Room

Boatswain lllan Dehong helps a newcomer acljusi his life jacket.
Wen Tianshen

der the joint contract, the Japanese have the final say on all
technical matters, but there is regular consultation with Chinese
colleagues. Manager Hu's technical advice is particularly respected.
His years of experience in the in-

dustry and as former assistant
chief engineer for well drilling at
Tanggu give his view weight. A
suggestion he made on a method
of controlling mud pressure was
readily checked out and accepted.
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Wang Molin, a robust drilling foreman, talks about past problems:

"In February 1981 our No. 8 unit
was contracted to drill oil wells
r,r,ith the British Petroleum Company on a joint venture in the
'Yellow Sea. Efficiency was a real
problem. The management system
we used was the same as it was in
the 1950s. A drilling f creman
lvas responsible not only for

drilling wells, but also for maintenance of machinery and power
equipment, supplies and workers'
welfare.

"The foreman had so many diferent tasks that he couldn't do
any of ther:r very wel1. This
damaged our contracting rePutation, and foreigners who 'worked
with us were not happy. Now
we've reformed the system, so the
foreman can concentrate on drilling while other tasks are handled
f

by technicians and other personnel.

Specialized management has improved our work a lot."

Boatswain Man Dehong

is in

charge of physical maintenance of
the platform. We celebrated his

birthday while I was aboard, and
the occasion called f orth many
anecdotes about him from his
shipmates. When the unit was

drilling f or British Petroleum,
Man was in charge of materials.

Platform maintenance wa.s poor;

paint was peeling off in many
places and the deck started to rust.

Tools and materials were scattered
everywhere. A British supervisor
criticized the Chinese rvorkers for

not caring f or their

equiptrent.

"Our British drilling platforms,"
he said, "are not supported just
by steei legs, but by paint."
Man Dehong took the criticism
to heart and began to study dif-

ferent paints and painting
methods. He found that the paints
China used on ships and drilling
rigs could not stand up to the acid
and alkaline substances used in oil
drilling. His search for an anticorrosive paint consumed much of his
spare time and energy, and he even

got his wife, a university teacher,
involved in the work.
Finally the possibilities were
narrowed to four
Chinese
- two The
and two foreign paints.
one
made in Tianjin had the strongest
adhesive qualities, but would need
modifications before it was suitable for driiling platforms. Man
Dehong went to the factory himself. When the situation was explained, factory managers immediately saw the importance of
such a paint. The new paint was
developed and has proved very
'successful in protecting Bohai No.
8 from rust and corrosion.
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responsibilities for each crew
member. Last winter on their

holidays cadres visited every
member's familY and helPed them
solve a number of Problems.

A

Yotrng Driller

Gou
Twenty-three-Year-old
Hongyi's work Post is high on the

derrick, where he handles a
machine which sets 2?-meter

long drilling rods into Place.
A skilled oPerator, his quick ac-

1

tions in a recent emergency saved

a rod from breaking' Whenever
he sees the blue-red flames of a
test burnoff, he is filled with pride
at being a driller.
Nevertheless, Gou's Parents in
Tianjin are old and the thought

that he might not be there when

they needed him has PreYed on his

mind.

3.
Watching television in the recreation room.

Supervisor Kusano, who has
worked in the US and the Midd]e
East, feels that Chinese workers
are behind in their abilitY to
handle modern technologY, Particularly in comparison with American drillers.
Neverthless, he saYs, "The Chinese work hard and sYstematieally. Young 'uvorkers are modest
and eager to learn from veterans.
Japan has its drilling methods,
and you have your own exPeriences; we can learrt from one
another. Cooperation between our
two countries should certainlY
grow."

Chen Fusheng

followed by 20 daYs of shore leave.
The work is heavY and must be
carried out in all kinds of weather
and sea conditions' The comPanY
does its best to make dailY life as

pleasant as possible under the

circumstances. The food allocation
for each crew member is three
yuan a day, two or three times the

equivalent for a worker on land.

Fresh fruits and

vegetables,

drinks, fish, chicken and other
meats are delivered regularlY.
Meals include both Chinese and
Western f oods; one suPper I
sampled included Pork choP,s, eggs
with spinach, and aPPles besides
staple grains. All food is inspected

Manager Hu feels that besides
technical backwardness there are
still problems of efficiency and
work discipline, though things are
improving: "Our drilling unit has
begun to build up its contracting
reputation, Iike a C-class hockeY
team which has just qualified for
international comPetition' Now
we are striving to become a B, and
€ven an A class team."

by doctors before it is cooked. In
the kitchen there is a list of everY

Living Conditions

possible under the circumstances.
The management committee has
established files recoiding the
economic situation and familY

The crew work 12-hour shifts
every day for 20 successive days,
18

staff member's birthdaY, and
everyone gets a cake w-hen his
birthday comes round.
After rvork, crew members can
shower and send their u'ork clothes
to l"he laundry. There is a recreation room with newspapers, magazines, a TV set, Ping Pong, chess

and other games. Sleeping quarters
are cramped but as comfortable as

Besides the hardship and
isolation of his work, when on
leave he felt dull and listless. With
most of his friends working and
no regular schedule of his own in
the city, he found himself sleePing
all day or wandering the streets'
He began to think of aPPIYing for
a transfer back to Tianjin'
Then he met and fell in love
with a young Tianjin electrician,
Zhu Yuqin. LivelY and kind-

hearted, she began to change his
life. When he is awaY she often
visits his Parents to see if theY
need help. Her letters to Gou lovingly scold him about being careful on the job and taking care of
his health, and whenever he returns to the citY she is there to
meet him at the railwaY station'

She has gotten him to attend
science lectures and cultural activities, and together theY have
taken up skating.
Gou particularlY remembers a
serious conversation the couPle
had. She argued that theY should

th

to
real-

thing

with

Yuqin's encouragement,

Gou's

mind has opened uP in new directions and he no longer thinks
about transferring to Tianjin'
Bohai No. 8's drilling crew may
not be a class A team Yet, but the
spirit is there to make them mastr
ters of their craft.
CIIINA
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The Bohai No. 8 drilling platform has an
area as big as a football field.
P|totos bt' Chen Fusheng
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Drilling team.

fhe platform's power center.
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Succe$ses

in Arresting Uterine Gamcer
WEN WEI

A FTER many years of research,

fI Dr. Song Hongzhao and colleagues in the department of
gynecology and obstetrics in Beijing's Capital Hospital have developed a promising new method,
of treatment that has dramatically reduced mortality rates in
cancer of the uterus, which is relatively common throughout Asia.

Choriocarcinoma
cancer of
the foetal membranes
is evidenced by pathologieal changes
in

the uterus' trophob).ast cells that
carry nutrition to the foetus. The
result is malignant tumors, those

less serious being called hydatidiform moles, those in an advanced
stage called choriocarcinomas.
Twenty years ago, in 80 percent ot

the choriocarcinoma cases visiting
the Capital Hospital for the first
time, the disease had metastasized
to other parts of the body. Even
with treatment, most patients
survived only about six montbs.
After 1949, Capital Hospital improved its laboratory diagnoses
and clinical practice but continued
the traditional treatment used in
other parts oI the world
removing the womb, followed -by radiation therapy. The results were
disappointing. Of 37 cases handled between 1949 and 1958, 33

Dr. Song Hongzhao and his colleagues making the rounds of the wards.

The drug was not new, having
been used to treat leukemia.
In 1958 Dr. Song for the first
time treated an advanced choriocarcinoma case with 6-MP. Though
he faile'd to save the patient's life,
her condition improved for a short
period. The microscope showed
the destruction of a large number
of tumor cells. But the dosage of
6-MP used to treat leukemia was
obviously not enough to kill the
rapidly multiplying cancer cells.
He increased the dosage two or
died
a mortality rate of 89.2 three times over, always with bet- Even with hydatidiform ter results. Then the first case of
percent.
mole patients, mortality reached lung metastasis was cured. FinalIy the correct dosages for malig25.9 percent.
nant trophoblastic tumor were
worked out, and patients from all
Hope
over the country began to be reThe desperation of patients and ferred to this hospital.
their relatives drove Dr. Song to
However, like most drugs used
search for an answer. At that to treat tumors 6-MP had serious
time he was studying birttrr side effects. It also destroyed
control drugs. He noticed that normal cells. Larger doses in6-mercaptopurine (6-MP), which creased this result. Mucous memcould cause abortion, kille.d foetal branes of the oral cavity became
trophoblasts. Could it, then, also ulcerated and white blood cell and
kill malignant trophoblast cells? platelet counts plummeted to well
AUGUST
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below normal, of ten leading to
serious infecticns or to severe
hemorrhages because the blood
did not coagulate properlY. Such
complications easily caused death,
especially in the late 50s when
chemotherapy was still largelY
experimentaL

Dr. Song wavered. But the
plight of his patients increased his
determination to go on with this
research. Ways \l'ere found to
lighten or avoid side effects. To
avert the risk of excessive bleeding, coagulant drugs were used
and patients' activities minimized
during therapy. Isolation in sterile

environments reduced greatlY the
incidence of infections.
Not all choriocarcinoma cases,

however, responded to 6-MP.
Some patients had a resistance to
the drug. Ten years were spent in
a search for similar drugs. Five,
including 5-fluoro-uracil (5-FU),
were found. Today a number of
drugs are used in combinations,
with greatly improved results.
Mortality rates from choriocarcinoma at the hospital have droPPed

2l

to 21.4 percent and from hydatidiform mole to 1.4 percent.
A New Theory
In addition to developing meth-

ods

for bringing

choriocarcinoma

Chemotherapy also seerns to
in early lung
metastasis. Its cure rate is over
90 percent. The Capital Hospital's
research group began studying
ways of curing different kinds of
tumors metastasizing from choriocarcinoma in 1970. Based on
systemic chemotherapy, special
methods are used to treat tumors
appearing at different sites in the
body. They have also.evolved a
complete therapy for the most
difficult of these cases, brain
have the best effect

metastasis.

The research group has given
regular checkups to every patient
cured at the Capital Hospital over
the last 20 years. For the most
-part this was not halted even during the "cultural revolution" when
the patients' rl'ork and res dences
often changed. Ry 1981 all 618
patients who had been cured before 1975 had been checked. AII
had lived over five years, 60 percent over ten and a few over 20
years. There were no trdces of
relapse.
In 1971

a patient was admitted
whose choriocarcinoma cells had

spread to eight
Her disease arrested at the lung
metastasis stage, this clerk returned to
her job and has since been elected a

organs

the

ovaries, lungs, liver, spleen, brain,

left kidney, intestinal tract

and

model worker several times.

search centers.
22

Post-Treatrnent Babies

Dr. Song's team has also ar."t,rtobserved the function of the
uterus and ovaries whiie treating
choriocarcinoma. They found
that women who have been cured

ly

can become pregnant again.

Traditional concepts had always
called for: the removal of the
uterus. Then a young woman
with brain rnetastasis came to the

hospital. Frequent

convulsions

made it difficult to perform the
necessary surgery. Drug treatment, however, brought her brain
rnetastasis under control and her
general condition improved. Dr.
Song deeided not to remove the
uterus, but told her not to become
pregnant for two years" Itrowever,
she became pregnant accidentally
several months after leaving the
hospital and ultimately gave birth
to a normal child.
This unexpected success made
the doctors rethink their ideas.
By 1975 they had cured 159
patients, without removing their
uteruses. After practicing contraception up to two years, these

genital anomalies and early
mortality rates were normal.
Subsequent observation

and

checkups showed no diff erences
from children of normal mothers
either in physical or mental

The

development.

blood's first stop is the lungs,
which could be why lung metastasis is so common. Cancer cells
may then spread to the left ventricle, aorta, brain, liver, spieen
and kidneys, finally developing
into late-stage systemic metastasis. This hypothesis, in con-

trast with the "low-risk, highrisk" theory current in the rest of
the world, has yielded results in
clinical practice and has been
adopted in China. It is being investigated by foreign cancer re-

the past ten years and works as a
team leader in a commune.

women bore 186 babies. Con-

under control.. Dr. Song also worked out a new theory on the origin
and development of the disease.
He believes that tumor ceIls spread
from the uterus to other parts of
the body with the return flow of

blood through the veins.

scalp. After ten months of treatment, all metastasis disappeared.
She has been in good health for

Dr. Song and his

Although this rvoman's malignancy had
already metastasized in the lung and

brain, she was eventually cured
went on to bear fwo children.

and

colleagues

know that there is a l.ong way to
go belore chcriocarcinoma is completely understo,od and under control. The cure rate on late or extrernely late metastasis patients is
not satisfactory and as yet there is
no scientific conclusion otr the
basic cause of this malignancy"
But the women nou, alive, for
whom the disease rvoul,d once have
been an almost certain death sentence, are testimony to the importance of this medical breakthrough

tr
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Cartoons

Getting a tan.
Huano Xun

You seenr hotter than I

am.

Zhang Jinrong

/
.t
i

I

I

tind pretexts
to divert funds meant for the state

Some people can always
treasury,

Dang Jingltan

Greed's reward

(good

cassette recorders are
favored by bribe-takersl.

Yong Fet
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Birthpluce of
Taijiquu,n Boxing
BU XIEMING

l-THENJIAGOU, a village in Wen\*.r xian county, northwestern

Henan province, was the birthplace in the 17th century of the
ancient taijiquan boxing exercises
in the form in which they are practiced today. They are known by a
great many of the villagers
80
percent it is said and taijiquan
- all over the
enthusiasts come from
world to do practice with them.
The originator was Chen Wangti.ng, a Ming dynasty general who
came there to live in retirement.

As a way of keeping fit he developed the movements, possibly with
help from monks from Shaolin
Monastery (see China Reconstructs
September 1981), where another
form of boxing had been created

in the 6th century. The

Chen

Wangting school is the oldest form
of. taijtquan. It later took on its
present name: toiji means the origin of everything in the world.
Chenjiagou is a typical north
China village of earthen houses behin'd courtyards walls of rammed

In Chenjiagou the taiji hand push
when done rvith a partner helps the
study of martial arts attack and
defense.

yellow earth. But there are many
new houses of brick, and a few
new two-story homes indicate that

A taijiquan class under supervision
the venerable masters.

ol

,a:

{
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families are prospering under the
new re,sponsibility system of production in the rural areas.
Boxing School
The village has a taijiqt^larz sports
school, housed in a building of a

dozen rooms in the northeast
corner of the village. Wang Xi'an,
a noted boxing coach, is its director. His sturdy build and frank
and open manner recall the
heroes of ancient times. The

school has three classes and 90 stu-

dents, mostly young men and
women. Under different coaches,

troenteritis, tuberculosis; arthritis,
rheumatisn-,r and diabetes. It requires physical and mental concentration, leads naturally to deep
and even breathing, and is excellent for limbering uP muscles and
joints. This accelerates the wellbeing of the central nervous system
and internal organs. In the. o1d
Chinese terminologY, it incorporates both the gin and l}re Yang,
which includes the oPPosition of
motion and inertia, closed and
openness, abstraction and reality.
It is'considered a verY good form
of exercise for old PeoPle'

Xiaowang himself is the tenth gen-

eration of boxers in his familY.
Systematic and hard training has
made him a master of this difficult
discipline. He not only excels at
the traditional style of the Chen
school, but is good with the
broadsword, spear, sword, cudgel
and other weapons. He has taught
many students, including some
from abroad.
Chen Xiaowang is not satisfied
with what he has achieved and
wants to teach the taiii heritage to
the next generation. He once remarked that when he reaches the

they practice boxing and using the
cudgel, sword, broadsword, spear
and other weapons. Dr.rring busy
farm seasons they do a few hours
in the early morning or after
work, while in slack seasons they
concentrate on the martial arts the
whole day. Originally begun for
Iocal residents, the school is supported by the state and will soon
also take people from outside the

A form of taiji includes two

rviih spears fighting one with a

persons
cuclgel,

Phatos bA Xinhua

village.

Next to the sports school is the
village's primary and junior middle school. Taijiquan is popular
among its 700 pupils, many of
whom also practice it at home.
Their interest comes down with
the generations. The father of
young Chen Jianping and Chen
Genquan, for example, is one of
the village's boxing masters. He
teaches his children at home and
students from nearby villages. He
is particularly good at using weapons, his perf ormances featuring
sustained movements and a heroic
manner.

A Master
Another villager, Chen Xiao1 /ang, 36, a coach in the provincial

in the
Performance

utushu center, participated

National Wushu
Contests

in

1980 and 1981, winning

awards for his superb skill.

Chen Xiaowang's grandfather

was a well-known boxer in Beijing

when he was young. His father
was one of the best boxers in the

highest level of taijiquan, he can
feel the circulation of vital energy

Few people remember that taijiquan was once an ancient war skill,

Sportsmanship and ethical behav-

styles, postures and strength exert-

and blood in his body and can particularly when l,ooking at the
make immediate reactions and gentle, slow-motion movements of
exert great strength. The key to the version practiced bY millions
perfect skill is hard practice.
across the country. Later, other
The strict discipline of taiji,quan schools were developed on the
does not permit anyone to use it basis of the Chen routines, such as
to bully people. It is not permitted the Yang Luchan, Wu Jianquan,
to be used for attack except in Wu Yuxiang and Sun Lutang
practice or exhibition sessions. schools, resulting in diff erent

it daily claim that it helps people
with chronic diseases such as

ed. They are basically similar in
hand and foot positions and have
some common features such, as
great control, flexibility, continuity and comprehensiveness.
The people's government has
paid special attention to developing this traditional'sport. Today
these exercises are more PoPular

neurasthenia, hypertension, gas-

than ever.

ior, rather than military fighting,
is the goal.
Once taught as a

afi, taijiquan

tant

military defense

became less imporas Rew weapons were devel-

village. Chen Xiaowang learned opd. But it remained popular as
his skills from them. Later he an exercise. Those who practice
asked Chen Zhaopei, whose family

had produced famous boxers for
18 generations, to teach him. Chen
AUGUST
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Genetics Breakthrough: T-RNA Synthesized
WANG YINGLAI

A boy's eyes may resemble his
-fl- m61hs1'5 and his mouth be like
his father's because his unique
genetic make-up
has been inherited from both his parents. Every
specialized organ of his body carries out its complex biological functions because of the

geneticallY
coded information present in every

one of these nucleic acids, yeast
alanine transfer RNA (so called
because it exists in natural yeast).
The basic genetic code is contained in deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA), a double-stranded molecule twisted into a helical shaPe.
Then there are ribonucleic acids
(RNA), which are of two tYPes,

cular biology, molecular

genetics

and genetic engineering and confirms China's place among the
leaders in these fields.
Research

The nucleic acids were discovered about a century ago, and since
the 1950s scientists have been trying to reproduce thern artificially.
The American scientist G. Khorana
succeeded in synthesizing small
fragments of 64 nucleotides in the
1960s, and in the same decade DNA
was produced in a laboratory.
Progress in synthesizing the more
complicated structure of RNA took

longer. The complete chemical
composition of yeast alanine T-

t^,

!

i

r"1.

RNA was worked out irr 1965 by

the American R.W. Holley, an
achievement for which he re-

in 1968.
The first successful laboratory
synthesis of the molecule came on
November 18, 1981, at the Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry under the Chinese Academy of Sci-

ceived the Nobel Prize

I {:rq

& t):",i

v:.
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ehces. It was achieved by a research team.from five Beijing and
Shanghai institutions headed by

*
Prof. Wang Debao explains a visual model of the T-IINA molecule. The letters
and'syrnbols stand for the individual nucleotides that had to be linked together.

Wang Zijin

cell.

The infinite variety of living
organisms, plant and animal, owe
their existence to the activities of
substances called nucleic acids in
each cell nucleus. In Novernber

1981 Chinese scientists achieved

the first laboratory synthesis of

messenger and transfer RNA; together they synthesize proteins

the basic building block of living

according
the coded in- DNA andtoRNA
formation.
both are
composed of nucleotides linked
together into strands, of varying

things

length.
WANG YINGLAI is l,he director of the
Shanghal Branch, Academia Sinica, de-

puty director of Shanghai's Institute of
Biochemistry and head of its T-RNA
research team.
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Like the Chinese synthesis of
insulin 16 years ago, the new

breakthrough has significant implications for the fields of mole-

Prof, Wang Debao.

A Long Quest
Chinese scientists first

began

this research in the mid-1960s, after the successful synthesis of insulin had laid the foundation for
work with the function and structure of protein molecules. In 1968
a research group on T-RNA was
established in Shanghai, staffed by
scientists from the Institutes of
Biochemistry, CelI Biology and
Organic Chemistry in Shanghai,
from the Institute of Biophysics in
Beijing, the biology department of

CTIINA RECONSTRUCTS

The author (center)

and Prof. Wang
discuss experimental data.
Zhang Liuren

Storage tubes of
synthesized T-BNA"
Zhano Liuren

Beijing University and the No. 2
Reagent f'actory of Shanghai.
The process of synthesizing TRNA required first of all the
synthesis of tiny nucleotides,
which are then painstakingly joined into larger and Iarger fragments
by chemical and enzymatic methods. This work was seriously disrupted during the "cultural revolution," when many senior scientists were persecuted and younger
ones were unable to gain sufficient
knowledge and experience. [n 1977
the reassembled research group
met in Beijing and Prof. Wang
Debao proposed that the work be

ber 1981. The synthetic molecule
was carefully tested against natural T-RNA before any results
were announced. It proved to be
identical to its natural counterpart, in chemical structure and
biological function.
The 17 scientists from the five
institutions involved in the final
stages of the synthesis worked in
close cooperation. They solved
contradictions through intense discussions and constant experiments,

in

a

spirit of deep respect for

another's talents and opinions.
Significance

accelerated.

Yeast alanine T-RNA consists of
two half-molecules, the first con-

sisting of 41 nucleotides and the
second of 35. In 1978 the 35nucleotide half was successfully
assembled. Success with the other

half came in 1979. After

much

preparation, the crueial joining of
the two halves began in October
1981 and was completed
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one

in Novem-

Research

in cell genetics is now

flourishing in the U.S., JaPan,
Britain, Canada, the Netherlands
and Czechoslovakia as well as in
China. Breakthroughs in this
field, such as the T-RNA sYnthesis
are not only of theoretical significance in understanding the basic
life processes. They also have

many practical applications in
agriculture. industry and of course
medicine.

The study of nucleic acid reagents and enzymes and their oPerations brings us closer every year

to

understanding certain diseases

such as cancer an'd viral infections,
which involve abnormal cell
growth and reproduction.

The young scientists and those
of middle-age working on the Project have gained invaluable experience which has prepared them
to make further contributions to
international research efforts. !

qo

Rememhering

(lld

including the Communists, was
then following the anti-fascist
outlook of the national leader
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru" It ex-

Bonds

of lndian-Ghine$e Friendship
Dr. B.K. BASU

to offer concrete help to China
through a medical mission and
supplies. It would be a token of

goodwill and sympathy. An enslaved India, unable to send a
volunteer force like the International Brigades in Spain, could

s"

,\

then do no more.

As it ]ater turned out, this
resolution was the result of a
personal letter written by Commander-in-Chief Zhu De of China's
Communist-led Eighth Route Army
to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. This
letter was written on the advice of
the American friend of India and
China, Agnes Smedley, with the
full approval of Mme. Sun yatsen (Soong Ching Ling). Pandit

k

)

{

.*,

I

(I. to r.) Drs. cholkar, Mukerjee, Atat, Kotnis and Basu in chong_
qing on fheir way north.

January

pressed praise and sympathy for
the struggling people of Spain and
China. At the end of 193?, at its
annual Haripura Session, it passed
a resolution sponsored by Nehru

1939.:

Jawaharlal Nehru and Mme.
Soong Ching Ling were both old
members of the famous League
against Imperialism founded at
Brussels in 1927.
In line with the Resolution, the

China Aid Committee under the

1-\N the eve of the,second World

\-f Wr.,

Republican Spain was
fighting desperately against dictator Franco aided by fascist Germany and Italy. Hitler and Mussolini were riding high and grabbing weaker nations and territories.
Emboldened by her axis pact with

the two fascist powers in Europe,
Japan embarked on a full scale
invasion of China in July 1987.
The Chinese people rose to defend
their motherland. This electrified
the colonial peoples of Asia, particularly the Indians who, in their
own way, were resisting British

I

rule.

Origin of the Mission
The Indian National Congress.
along with other anti-imperialist
forces, Nationalists and Marxists
Dr. B.K. BASU is the only surviving
member of the Indian Medical Mission
to China (f938-43), and a builoer of
Indian-Chinese friendship'for over 40
years.
28
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lndian l$ational Ccngress was
ftirmed. lts secreiary was Mr'.
Nchru's [.x'other-in-lau,. Mr. Hutheesing (e textile magnate of
Gujarat pi'ovirice, husbancl of
Nehru's yourlgest slsier'. Krishna).
l7rominent Ir,dian rne'riical men iike

Dr. B.C. Rr.,5, and Dr. Sunil Bose
(bt'othei" of Indian National
Congress President, Subhas Bose)

and I)r. Jivraj illehta of Bombay
were rnernbers. The Comrnittee
promplly begzrn to campaign for
funds and ask manuf acturers to
donate rnedicines. Response was
.spontaneou-s and enthusiastic.
Constituent units of the Indian
National Congress, and ihe
Cornmunist Party of India and
its trade union and peasant wings,
as well as student organizations,
colLEcted contributions frorr the
genelal public ofteu by stirging popular plays and street corner meet-

ings in many al'eas of our countr-y.
The call went out for doctors lo
volunteer, and the five who were

selected, of whom I r,rzas one.
sailed lrom Bombav to Hongkong
en route for China on Januarl. 9,
1938, taking more than sixt:r' cases
of rnedicines with then-r. The
national press gave wide an,i synrpathetic publicity to this event.
People in India '"vere enthralled by
the renewai of o1d bonds oi tr-adltional friendship on a new basis
Fronr India to China

On our trvo weeks' sea voyage
from Bombay to Hongkong. we

;!*

{;Y.df,:r'-:. n )P'..;,..+ &-.".-...
March 15, 1939: With Chairman Mao Zedong in yan'an.

and also some

of

ficials of

the

Kuomintang government and the
Chinese Red Cross.
Going on to Guangzhou (Cantoni
a few days later, w-e r,vere warmly
welcomed at the wharf by Mme.
Soong Ching Ling, Mme. Liao
Chungkai (IIe Xiangning) and a
woman doctor, looking radiant
and serene in their dark silk
dresses. The diminutive young
journalist, Israel Epstein who was

five doctors were overwhelmed by
the tumultuous welcornes we leceived from the overseas Indian
and Chi.nese residents. as well as
iocal people. at every polt of call
on the way Colombo, Penang
and Singapore.A typhoon was raging on the
morning of September 14, 1938,
when our ship berthed on the

then beginning his association
rvith the China Defence League
headed by Soong Ching Ling,
carne urith them. There were
also throngs of overseas Indians

Kowloon side of Hongkong harbor.
It was impossible to stand on the
deck, because of the huge waves

(then

breaking on it. The large crowd
which came to welcome us took
shelter in the quayside buildings
and some of them ventured to
come up to greet us. Among them
were prominent citizens of Hongkong, both Indians and Chinese.
AUGUST
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and representatives from different

patriotic Chinese organizations. It
was Soc,ng Ching Ling who informed me that in order to
go to the north China fronts of

the Eighth Route Army

fighting guerrilla and mobile rvar-

fare largely behind the

Jap-

anese lines) we would have to
contact Comrade Zhou Enlai in
Hankou through Agnes Smedley
who was eagerly expecting us
there. We passed through Changsha in a truck convoy, were incorporated as No. 15 curative unit

of Chinese National Red Cross by
its director Dr. Robert K.S. Lim,
and reached Wuhan at the end of
September 1938.

Long Eoad to Yan'an
There we met leader-s of the Chinese Communist Parl,y and the
Eighth Route Army
Zhou Enlai,
- Biwu, Kai
Ye Jianying. Dong
Feng and others
whose warm
- the more
welcome made us all
determined to proceed to the battle-

fields of north China.

Agnes

Smedley was there, too, fuli of
praise of these areas, which she
had visited recently, and still nursing an injured back suffered from
a fall from a horse. She urged us
specifically to keep our bodies fit

for marching 45 kilometers a
night in the very primitive living

conditions of the guerrilla regions.
Before we ever got to a front,

other battle fronts came nearer
and nearer to us in Wuhan; the

Kuomintang armies were retreating in panic before the onslaughts
of the heavier-armed Japanese.
The city'was being bombed constantly
with special emphasis

-
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Early 1940 saw the further depletion of the team, with Dr. Atal
leaving for India due to ill health.
Dr. Kotnis and I were taken under

the protective wing oI

June 1939: A general of the }lighth Route Army (znd left) returning to the lront
after recovery from a wounal in the Yan'an Model Hospital, with (1. to r.) Drs.
Kotnis, Basu and NIa Di,

on the field hospitals ure had bein. So we evacuated
to Yichang, higher up along the
Changjiang (Yangtze) River.
The Yichang trase hospital was
far lrom the battle zone. There
was little for us to do there. Then,
wi.th difficuity, we securerl berths
in a steam lauuch plying to the
wartime capital Chongqing further
west through the Iamous gorges.
There, we had to wait fol our
ambulance and truck with medical
supplies to come via Hanoi, and
on by road lrom Kunming.
The KMT authorities were very
reluctant to allow us to go to
Yan'an to work in the Eighth
Route Army's areas, But after
great difficulties u,e started our
northward journey through
Chengdu, Hanzhong and Baoji to
Xi'an. Comrade Wang Bingnan
(now head oI the Chinese People's
Associ.ation f or Friendship with
Foreign Countries) was to accompany us. But there was danger of
his being arrested by reactionary
Kuomintang authorities in Xi'an,
so it was Rewi Alley, then the
most active leader of the Chinese
Industrial Co-operati.ves (Indusco),
who accompanied us. It was
due to his clever diplomacy
with a Buddhist general that we
gun to work
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were finally able lo proceed to
Yan'an in February

1939.

Yan'an and the Battlefields

In Yan'an a great u'arm welcome arvaited the Indian Team.
AII the leaders including Comrade
Mao Zedong, Chairman of the
Chinese Communisi Party, Comrade Lin Boqu, head of the Border
Region government, and all the
anti-Japanese mass organizations
and institutions joined in the welcome. They inspired us Indians
to work harder and to forget the
hardships of the severe winter,
and of lack of modern amenities
in the loess caves in which we
lived and worked. By the summer
of 1939, two members of our
team, Dr. Cholkar and Dr. Mukherjee left for India. Dr. Atal,
the rnost senior, worked earnest-

Comrade

Zhu De, becoming pari and parcel
of the army and its auxiliary
guerrilla units. Botir of us iraveletl through the central lIebei
plain to western Shandong, and
northern Henan.
In all these places. the rural
areas had been cj.ealed of enemy
and traitor troops an,d people's
governments had been set up.
But we had to treave the plains in a
hurry, as the enemy had concentrated a large almv in prLrpal'ation for a mopping-up campaign
and w,as sending out pursuit unil;s
to strike at every place we and our
accon'ipanying troops gncairrped in,
In marching westward across the
enemy-occupied Peking-I{ankorv
railway, we reached the HebeiChahar-Shanxi Border Region at
the end of surmmer, 1940" tsoth of
us heiped the medicai cadres in all
the war zones we passed through.

We participated in the great
"hundre<l regirner:l;s" battle and
follo-wed the ex;rmp1e of the late

Dr. Norman Bethune by se:tting up
surgical stations immediately behind the firing lines, so that we
couid operate promptly on the
fleshly rvounded, brought in by
peasant v,olunteers.

ly with Dr. D.S. Kotnis and

It wa.s decided that Dr. Kotnis
would remain in Hebei-ChaharShanxi Border Region under the
Command of Gen. Nie Rongzhen,
as head of the Bethune Memorial
Medical School and International
Feace Hospi+,al then. I myself .
along rn ith Chief of Health Department of the area, Cornrade Ye
Jingshan and many others. was
transferred back to Yan'an to
rvhich we returned on foot across
Shanxi province crossing several

Iines.

Huanghe (YeIIow) River. FerrYing across the icy river in midDecember 1940, we took a truck
to Yan'an. There I worked for a
time in the International Peace
Hospital in the outskirts of the
city, and later was transferre'd to
the hospital attached to the rear

myself, both young, i.n the Model
Hospitai specially built for us in
caves at Gui Mao, 30 li ea.st of
Yan'an. Then, in November 1939,
we were ordered to proceed to the
front to the Headquarters of
Zhu De of
Commander-in-Chief
the Eighth Route Army in southeastern Shanxi behind the enemY

enemy communication lines on the

way to the east bank of

CIIINA
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of the Health Department of the Eighth Route
Army under Comrade Rao Chengxi. There I was made head of its
ENT and eye department and
worked along with Dr. Ma Haide
headquarters

(George Hatem).

In the front areas of HebeiChahar-Shanxi Border Region

during thc years

1947-42, Dr.
Kotnis worked very hard'and responsibly. He married the Englishspeaking Dr. Kuo Chinglan, a
clever teacher of nursing. In JuIy
1942 a son was born to them,
whom Commander Nie Rongzhen
named Yin-hua (the name means
"India-China").
In Yan'an, in addition to work
in the hospital, I was busily engaged in the activities of the AntiFascist League of Asian Countries,
with many other foreign comrades.
Comrade Zhu De was its head.
The League did me the honor of
nominating me as a counselior to
the Border Region Government on

its behalf.
Dr. Kotnis, in a number of letters, asked me to wait for him and

his new family before returning to
India
itself threatened by
- then
Japanese
invasion. But circumstances changed his intentions. In

the early morning of December 9,
1942, Dr. Kotnis breathed his iast
in the obscure village of Gogun in
Hebei-Chahar-Shanxi Border Re-

gion. He died of a

disease he

acquired due to his intense physi-

cal labor, malnutrition and constant worries for the patients under his charge. The news was a
bolt from the blue for me. It was
decided i.n early 1943 that

I should

now return to India alone.
Before leaving Yan'an in May
1943, I was elaborately briefed by
the top leaders about the situation

then prevailing in China and
the world. Anti-Communist friction and clashes were being more
and more frequently fermented by

the KMT reactionary

armies,
especially those commanded by Hu
Zongnan, and specially assigned to
encircle and harass the Border Regi.on. In Chongqing, after an

arduous journey, I stayed at the
Eighth Route Army delegate's office and had long discussion wi.th
Comrade Zhou Enlai on the
urgency of bilateral consultative
relations between the Communist
Parties of India and China after
the recent di'ssolution of the Communist International in June 1943.
Among the notable people I met
in Chongqing was Soong Ching
Ling, who invited me to dinner at her residence at No. 3
Xincun, Lianglukou. Motherly in
her care and interest, she asked
detailed questions about economic

conditions, medical needs

and

other things in Yan'an and the war
areas behind the €nemy lines in

north China.

Summer 1941: Dr. Basu gives preventive inoculations in a Yan'an nursery. This
little paiient is the son of Chinese revolutionary poet Xiao San.

On July 3, 1943, after over five
in wartime China I flew by
Dakota plane over the Himalaya
"hump" to Calcutta. Wartime India presented an ugly picture under British imperial rule in 194344. Repression was severe. I was
even threatened with arrest as
soon as I landed. People resentd
the British government more than
they did Japanese imperialism. It
was a tough struggle for the antifascist united front movement in
India to persuade them to turn
against the Japanese aggressors.
The glorious resistance of the
friendly Chinese people led to a
good deal of rethinking. I made
it my task to describe and explain
our rich experience in China to
rvide sections of the public in
many parts of India, and found
them eager to hear.
In the late 1940s, after the
liberation of China and the attalnment of in'dependence by India, close friendly relations were
established under the leadership
of the then Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru and Piemier
Zhou Enlai, and were at their peak
for ten years or so afterwards.
The late fifties and early sixties
saw a deterioration of relations
which reached its climax in unfortunate border clashes.
yeqrs

Retrospect

Today, after much water has
flowed down both the Ganges
and Huanghe, the breach is being
repaired from both ends. There
can be no better time to mend relations than now under the dark
shadow of the menace of a Third
World War.
To help restore the friendly ties
between our two countries, their
mutual assistance during the antiimperialist and anti-fascist struggles of World War II is being recalled. In particular, people remetnber the sacrifice of the noble
young Indian, Dr. Kotnis, for this
cause on the soil of China.
Let the flowers of friendship
bloom again, reinforce world peace
against superpower warmonger-

ing, and lrring our two peoples
closb in common pride and
prosperity.
tr
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CHEN XING

U JIUYI, a Young sanitation
worker in Shanghai, has become such a competent amateur
photographer that his work has
won thirteen national and intet'na-

One of his hobbies was tr'aveling. In school and after he went
to work, he made long or short
journeys during all of his holidays.

He visited 50 cities in more than

tional awards in the last f ew
years. Today he is a member of

half of the country's provinces
and autonomous regions. He lived

frugally and spent his savings
on trips to famous mountains and
rivers
the Taishan, Lushan. Wu-

the Shanghai Photography Society.

His delightfd photo, Aiming at
a Sparrow, showing a mischievous
south China village boy standing
behind a stack of straw, one eye
closed, aiming his slingshot at a
sparrow, won the Asian Culture
Center Prize in last year's 6th Asian

q

0..&"

'Aiming al. a Sparrow'.
Wu Jiutli

.&.

and Pacific region photography
competition in Japan sponsored by
UNESCO.

Another award photo, Together,
depicts two sweethearts, radiant
with smiles, playing chess. reflecting an aspect of holiday-makers'
Iife in a Shanghai park. It won a
silver medal in a contest sponsored
Iast year by Photography Pictorial

in

Hongkong.

Wu is one of the Chinese young
people whose studies were interrupted by the "cultural revolution." Graduating only from
junior middle school, he was first
assigned as

'The Happy Lite ot

a Deaf-Mute':

(1) Gettins
focus.
(2) Posing
subject.
(3) Beady?

a street cleaner and

then odd-jobs man .at the General
Sanitation Center of Shanghai's
Luwan district.

(-1) Good.

Wa Jiuai

?
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yi. Putuo and Jiuhua mountains,
and the Yangtze. Yellow, Huaihe
and Haihe rivers. Sometimes he
traveled by bike, spending less but

getting a better view of

the
Iandscape and a closer understanding of the people's lile. He cycled

around the great Taihu Lake in
southern Jiangsu province, and to
Mogan Mountain in Zhejiang
province, 200 kilometers from
Shanghai.

Taking pictures as he traveled,
he developed an interest in good

tion center when they discover'

that their careful driving has saved two liters of the state's gasoline.

It was published in Workers Daily,
a Beijing newspaper with national
circulation.
One evening he went to see a
former co-worker who had become
a research worker in a laser institute after studying very hard in
an engineering college. Entering
his home, the photographer saw
his friend bending over his desk
working. His new bride was just

Wu Jiuyi

Wu,liutli

'Together

TheHappALiJeojaDeaf-

Mute, a set of four photos, shows
one deaf-mute person telling another with gestures how to pose
while having his picture taken. It
received top prizes in exhibitions
by young photographers and workers last year in Shanghai.
Children's life is another theme

i:)
t

i/k

which attracts Wu. One day,
while rvalking along Zhapt

+

photography. He bought two

secondhand cameras and a used
enlarger, built a simple darkroom
with wa.ste bricks in his courtyard

and began to process his

own

films.

His landscape pictures, rich in
poetic charm, had the beauty of
Chinese traditional paintings. His
most fascinating works, however,
are his photos of people's daily
life Trao Liters Sauedl, for instance. reflects the satisfacti.on of
two women drivers at his sanitaAUGUST
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bringing him a cup of milk. Wu
caught the scene and created Alter
Marriage.
In Dad ls a Bool<raornz, a family
of three are seated on a long bench
in a park. The father is reading
with deep concentration. His
iittle daughter. with a rnischievous
expression. is whlspering into her
mother's ear. This picture won

prizes in photography

contests

sponsored by the English language
China Dailg and the newspaper

Chinese Youth.

Road, he saw three pupils, each
with a schoolbag, helping a 'uvorker push his heavily loaded cart up
the slope of a bridge. Alter
School received an award from
Liberation Daily in Shanghai.
In Silence Reigns, two children
concentrate on a butterfly on a
tree, which they wish to catch.
Displayed in an exhibition called
"Shanghai Today" held in 1981 in
Osaka, Japan. it received a prize
for creative works.

As an amateur photographer
Wu receives the support of his
work unit. In 1980, sponsored by
the Shanghai Federation of Trade
Unions, Wu and other exhibition
prize winners toured the Huangshan Mountains, where they stay-

ed ten days to take

pictures.

During this period the union of

the General Sariitation Center paid

his wages and traveling

expenses.

tr
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RAO IIU
he keeps up his physical training.
In spite of his 61 year-s he can do
a handstand for severaL minutes.
He once ran 50 kilometers at a

stretch. Even in the winter he
wears light clothing and swims in
icy waters. On a visit to the
United States in 1980, he took part
in long-distance running.

Both the West District

Sports

Commission and the Research Institute of Sports Science help the
team. They give its members regular checkups and show them horv

to train scientifically.
Today the tearn has eight groups,

totalling 400 members, including
workers, cadres, teachers, shop assistants and engineers.
llcijing's 'I-ong March' Oldsters Running l'eanr

Beijing in the early morning.
fN
I people olten see some old people among rhe joggers running
alongside bicycle riders. This is
the city's spirited "Long March"
Oldsters Running Team.
The sponsor and

photograph retoucher. With good

heaith, hearing and eyesight, he
has easily adapted to running. A
sports lover from childhood, he
has kept up physical exercise fot
years and even now can make a
sliding tackle on the football field.
In 1979 he came in third in a race
around the capital for people over'
60.

Several years ago Ding an{ some

other older runners agreed to
probe the secrets of good health
and iong life. Four year.s ago, 25
people averaging 58 years of age
formed the "Long March" Running
RAO IIU is a physical culture worker
34

the Beijing Sports Commission.
Zhuang Yanlin, a leader in a
government office, heads the team
when Ding is absent. Though busy,

first team leader

is Ding Songsen, 73, a retired

in Beijing.

Team, worked out its rules and
regulations, and registered with

TV-fANG Shinan, 63, runs several
W kilometers every day and. all
morning on Sundays. His wife
used to grumble and called him
crazy. Finally she refused to cook
meals lor him. Meanwhile, he was
worried about her health. She was
putting on weight, had rheumatism and was short of breath.
He persuaded her to join the run-

Dr. Chen Musen (second right) and old schoolmate Okada Hitleo from
(second lelt) run in a Spring Festival racc in Beijing.

Japan

ning team. Now they jog every day
by slde. She has 1o.st ten hilogram.s, her health hasjmproved

si<1e

Their chosen sport also varies
the oldsters cultural jile. They
spend their Sundays running to
and so have their relations.

famous places around Beijing, out
to the suburbs and getting together
with friends. They jog along the
tree-lined road to the Summer
Palace, to beautifr-rl Fragrant Hill,
:ind even trr Xiaotangshan Hot
Springs 26 kilometers away.
Not a few of the team are over
eighty. Wang Fuqi, born in a
peasant family, has worked hard
all his life as a bricklayer. At 70
he became a gateman. He joined
the team at 86, and began by jogging ?0 steps, then walking 30
until he got tircd. Today with this
system he does 5.5 kilometers
every day. In 1981 he clocked
54'40" in a 6,000-meter race. His
health has improved, he reads
newspapers rvithout gla.sses, has a
good appetite and nimble legs, and
does ordinary chores at hoine.

fiNE early spring morning in
\-/ tsgo, a 61-year-old member of
the team, Dr. Chen Musen, a deputy director in the Jishuitan Hospital, was iogging contentedly
along the streets of Reijing. Suddenly he was stopped by a shout.
"Dr. Chen, come quick, someone
has had a heart attack!" He ran to
the patient's home and after several

hours of treatment saved his life.
Dr. Chen l as born in Taiwan
province and graduated from the
Keio Medical School in Japan.
After 1949 he returned to the
mainland. Later he became ill

from overwork and then

began

physical training to strengthen his

heart and lungs, mainly by runnilg. He was a key original member of the "Long March" Running
Team, and is its medical adviser.
When treating old people at the
hospital, he often advises them to
take up physical training.
Running is now a popular sport

among senior citizens all over
China, sharing honors with Chi-

traditional boxing and, qigong.
It has also promoted contacts
and friendship between aged peoples from different countries. Repnese
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rFHE "Golden Floss" date or jujube, well-known in China for
I its sweetness and nutrition, grows especially well in Cangzhou in Hebei province. Broken in two, its yellorv flesh stretches,
thus its name.

The skin of this crisp and tasty fruit is thin, the pit small
and its pulp full. It contains calcium, phosphorus, iron, and
various vitamir-rs, ten times more than oranges. In China it is
regarded as a nourishing tonic, especially for women during
maternity.
The date is processed in many ways dried, steeped in
white spirits, or ground into a filling used -in pastry and other
foods.

Jujube trees have existed in the Cangzhou area for over
years. Close to the Bohai Sea where the soil has a higher
saline-alkali content, the jujube grows well. The peasants have
had centuries of experience in cultivating it. Historical records
from the Spring and Autumn period (770-476 B.C.) say that
the Iocal peopJ.e "are benefited by jujube and cereal crops."
During the Ming 'dynasty (1368-1644) the grou,ing of the
jujube developed greatly. l,ocal chroniclers wrote, "In the 27th
year of the Hong Wu reign (1394 A.D.) the Ministry of Works
issued a decree ordering the people to plant more jujube and
mulberry trees.
Every household must plant 200 jujube
trees in the first year, 400 the next year and 600 the third year."
Even today, trees hundreds of years old tlourish and bear fruit.
Jujube trees cover 21,300 hectare.s in the prefecture, producing 40,000 tons of the fruits a year. Cangzhou exports over
half those grown in China. They are sold in over 20 countries and
regions such as Thailand, the United States, France, Switzerland, Malaysia, Hongkong and Macao.
!
2,000

i*--.-_.-resentatives of the Nippon Turtles'
Association came to China twice,
running side by side with the Bei-

jing team along beautiful Longtan
Lake and around Tian An Men
Square. Dr. Chen Musen and
Okada Hideo, president of the
Turtles, were schoolmates in Japan.

An old runners' delegation
headed by Dr. Chen went to Japan
in 1980 to take part in the ninth

Japanese oId people's running
event sponsored by the "Turtles".
In 1981, the Beijing team participated in a U.S.-China run.
!
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t 98 t Economic Achievements
lndustrial and agricultural

National income

gross product value 749 billion yuan

Note: All figures excluding Taiwan province. Output values and
national income calculated according to 1980 fixed prices.

(1980 national income was corrected from

363 billion Jruan to 366 billion yuan,)

Total industrial
output value
517.8 hillion yuan

lffio,.*rl

t!-l

100%

too%
520 million tons

(civilian uses)

fia%
112%

916,000 tons
(To readjust the ratio ofheavy to light industry, outputs ofmany heavy industrial products have been
reduced in a planned way; 1981 heavy industrial figures reffdct that readjustm-nt.)

623,000

167%

H
Cameras

Total agricultural output value
231.2 bil!ion yuan

100%

lUa/o

(1980 grain output was corrected from
318.22 rnillion tons to 320,52 million tons.)

100%
105.5%

t0o%
109.6%

mGters

t00%
to0%

t20ya

132.7%

meters

100%

112'8%

r4g

Total urban and rural

100%
tM.6,o4

personal tank deposits

100%
102.4%

14.27 billion meters

tol%

527,000 tons

100%

r

134.7 %

Bicycles

All

data

million meters

3,156,000 tons

ltt.g%

Synthetic fibers

17.540,000

ll3

100%

t05-s%

28.72

0,390,000

fi07

million

Sugar

55,600

135'1"1

Sewing machines

from "Bulletia on Fulfillment of

Wool fabric

1981

Wristwatches

Domestic refrigerators

National Economic Plan" from the State Statislical Bureau, April 29, 1982.
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NIOU XIAODONG

ttr HE Emperor Qian Long (r. 1236r 1795). himself quite a litterateur, believed Iike his grandfather Emperor-Kang Xi
in preserving China's cultural-heritage.

Books in the f'our Storehouses

Collection were bound in old
Chinese style, with many slim
in a silk-covered box.

volumes

In 1722 he ordered that all the important ancient books be sought
out for the imperial Iibrary and
seven copies made of them to be

$

kept in various parts of the realm.
This became The Compl.ete Four

Stcrehouses Coll"ection (S, Ku
Quan Shu) so named because the
collectron was classified according
to the ancient convention into four
groups (literally "storehouses" or
libraries): classics, histories, philosophical; and literar.y and other

J

E
a

'rj.

as the l1th century B.C. But the
selection r.as made by Qian Long's

Wenyuan Pavilion

j..

,(

,".i''flii"

writings. Altogether they included
over 3,000 titles in nearly 80,000
slim volumes.
It took ten years to collect them
and copy them by hand; for only
seven sets it was not worth cutting
wood blocks. Some of the sets were
given illustrations and lavish silk
bindings. The one originally kept
in Chengde, the imperial mountain
resort north of Beijing in Hebei
province, contained a total of 3,503
titles in 79,337 volumes. Some
4,000 people, 3,800 of them copyists,
took part in preparing this set
3B

in the Imperial
Palace in Beijing,
where one set was
kept.

The other six sets were in the
Imperial Palace in Beijing. in
Yuan Ming Yuan, the old summer
palace just north of the city, in
Zhenjiang and Yangzhou, both in
Jiangsu province, at Hangzhou in

Zhejiang province and in Shenyang in the northeast at an early
palace of the Manchu. court before
it ruled over all of China as the
Qing dynasty.
The collection covers all the
main writings starting from the
earliest known work, the Book of
Songs dating back possibly as far

editors, and they also left out or
changed parts. There are works
by some foreign lvriters, including
histories of Korea and Vietnam by
writers from these countries and
works by the Italian priest Matteo
Ricci (1552-1610) on scientific
topics, though not his writings on
religion.
Qian Long refused to include
works by writers of his own time
without his express permission and
often only after revision by his
censors. Therefore mistakes and
omissions do exist, but the collections still were the most comprehensive compilation in China's
history and a big contribution to
collating and preserving China's
ancient cultural legacy.
For Qian Long, the effort also
served another purpose: to add
luster to and further legitimatize

the rule of the Qing dynasty,
which came to power in 1644, and
to remove any references unfavorable to the Manchu, the nationality of the Qing rulers.

After the Qing dynasty was
overthrown in 1911, there were
several attempts to publish the
CHINA EECONSf,RUCTS

a
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colLections. In the foreTront of the

effort was the Commercial Press,
a Chinese printing firm founded
in Shanghai in 1897. In 1951 it
rnoved

branch

to Beijing. It also has a
in Hongkong, and a por-

a

tion of the company set itself up
in Taiwan.
Struggle

to

*
*

Publish

It had been the dream of Zhang
Yuanji, then head of the firm, to
publish the Comp',ete Collection
as far back as 1916. When he heard
that such a venture was being considered by the British merchant
Silas Aaron Hardoon, he felt that
it was a shame that such an essentially Chinese effort should be
undertdken with foreign capital.
At that time Zhang, unable to get
support from the Ministry of Education, had to give up the project.
In 1920 the government in Beijing, then dominated by the northern warlords consulted with the

*a

B

Commercial Press about reproducing the collection in photostat. But
when the cost was calcu.lated to
run to two to three million yuan,
the idea was dropped.
In 1924 the Commercial Press
suggested doing it in miniature
photostat. The government agreed
and work was about to start. But
the then President, Cao Kun, a
particularly corrupt warlord, demanded a huge bribe before the
project could go ahead, so it was
stopped.
In 1933

the Ministry of Education of the Kuomintang governrnent reached an agreement with
the Commercial Press to reproduce
an initial selection. They agreed
on 231 works, including 61 classics
and 19 in the field of history and
these were published in an edition
of 1,000 sets. It was a great and
long-awaited event in the Chinese
scholarly world. The Commercial
Press has continued to add to this
list. Up to now it has published
L,647 of the titles.
Hope for Most Complete Set
The sets in Yangzhou apd Zhenjiang were destroyed during the

Taiping peasant revolution of 1851AUGUST

1982

Illustration from one of the' sets depicts typesetters in a printshop.

63 and the one in the Yuan Ming
Yuan perished in the flames when
the old summer palace was burned

by British and French troops in

1860 during the Second Opium
War. The set in Hangzhou was dis-

persed. Some of the lost volumes,
laten recovered, are now kept in
the Zhejiang provincial library iu
Hangzhou. The one in the Imperial
Palace was taken to Taiwan province and is now kept in Taibei.
The Shenyang set was moved
several times and now resides in
the Gansu provincial library in
Lanzhou. The most complete set

on the mainland is the one from
Chengde, which is now in the Beijing Library.
The number of volumes differed
from set to set. Pages are missing
in some sets but theY have been
replaced where feasible. It is likely
that the set on Taiwan has Portions missing in the mainland sets
and vice versa, so that cooPeration
between the Commercial Press and
could
therefore facilitate the reproduc-

its counterpart in Taiwan
tion of the most
possible.

comPlete set
D
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TAOSHAN lace, made

in

the

county of that name in the
southeastern coastal pl'ovince of
Zhejiang. is characterized by sections of raise'd symmetrical patterns on bleached linen or raw silk
in white or yellow silk floss and
has an elegant three-dimen'sional
quality.

The lace-making tradition in
Xiaoshan goes back only sixty
years. In that time it has grown
from a small home activity to a
Iarge-sca1e craft industry. Seventy different stitches go to make up
the more than 1,000 patterns commonly in use. The articles made
include tablecloths, bedspreads.
curtains, cushion covers, shawls
and so on. The county's output is

:/

HUA LTAN

l\lany rural woDlen do embroidery for the lace factory on a piece-work
t

basis.

50 times what it was before liberation, and in 1979 its products won
a national gold medal for quality.
At first Xiaoshan lace showed a,
strong Western influence, but designers have broken away from
this in favor of more national
styles. In 1964 a new art was
created by combining Xiaoshan
iace with the painstakingly detailed
embroidery of Huangyan, Zhejiang
province. These unique patterns
have become the most popular of
the county's laces.
Drawnwork has also been incorporated into original designs. One
superb example of this work is the
6 X 18 meter hanging "West Lake
Scene" now in the reception hall
of Hangzhou airport. Over 1,000

women worked on this
which took an estimated

piece,

30,000,000

stitches to complete.
Xiaoshan lace, treasured both at

home and abroad, now earns U.S.
$ 10

million in foreign

for China
40

each year.

exchange
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A Delinquent Transformed
FU QTANGNIAN

himsetf to three eggs and began to

think nothing of getting what he
wanted by stealing from others.
He stole more and more, one time

the sum of 180 yuan. Several
times he was detained for short
periods by the police. who tried
to persuade him to give uP his
thieving ways But as he was under the age of 18, he could not be
f ormally charged and sentenced,
so was always let go.
(ioing (o

lvor k.

Chunmei's Trust

\.fUE Liuhong didn't like it in
I the countryside. At 16, like
thousands of other Chinese young
people during the "cultural revoIution," he had gone to live and
work in a village in Shanxi province after graduation from junior
middle school. I{e f ound other.s
who couldn't adapt to life in the
countryside and they began hanging around together, drinking, getting into fights, sometimes stealing. Though in both primary and

middle school Yue had been a
"three-good" student (in study.
work and health). he became like
them.

Something was always short in
the countryside. Once he helped

He was transferred to work in a
rubber plant in the same Province.

where he continued in this Pat1976 he injured his leg
while ninning away from the PoIice. He was allowed to recover
at home, where he-was visited bY
his childhood friend Feng Chunmei. He and this young girl had
grown up and gone to school together. She had always liked him
for his uprightness and readiness
to help others. and believed even
after all this time the real Liuhong
could be found again. She wanted
him to know that someone still
cared for and believed in him.
Seeing him lying there with his

tern. In

injured leg, she started to say
something. then stopped. "Why

Yue Liuhong (center) and other ne!r,ly elected leaders

his mine's Youth
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League.

of

Yue f,iuhong

and

shouldn't I?" she said to her'self.
and then plunged in to tell him
that she really loved him and was

willing to marry him eventuallY.
"But ,I have to go back to the
police after my 1eg is healeci," he
protested. "I may be sentenced to
prison." He was touched, but
would not let her commit herself.

Life Not Worth Living
He was not sentenced to Prison.

but put on one year's probation bY
his tactory: if he did not leform,
he'd be dismissed. But his roommates at the factory dormitorY refused to have him with them. and
moved his things out. He ended
up staying in an old abandoned
building. Chunmei wrote affectionate jetters urging him to work
well and start a new life. She sent
him food and small sums of money, since he was still on an apprentice's pay.

Still, he felt despised and disgraced, and guilty at the thought
of the many times he
betrayed Chunmei'.s trust.

had
One

cold autumn night he reached for
the packet of sleeping pi1ls he had
been given when recovering from
his injury and swallowed tbe
whole lot.
his wile. Feng

Chunmei.

Photos blt Lirt LiPi tlll
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They found him unconscious the
next morning and he didn't come
to in the hospital until evening.
Even then he wouldn't give up:
While in the hospital he made
another attempt to end his life by
setting fire to his quilt. Then he
started to refuse all food and injections of glucose. The factory
sent for his mother, and her distress shocked him back to realitv.

reaiize how much he lacked in

scientific knowledge.

Chunmei

helped him get textbooks. He soon

went through the senior middle
school volumes and began to take
courses orr electricity and radio.
Chunmei bought him many books
and some instruirents. His classes
were at a cement plant five miles
from his mine and he needed a bicycle to get there. She bought him

one.

Ne*, Job
Chunmei worked in a machinery
plant in the provincial capital,
Taivuan. She knew somertne in

the Xishan Mine there and was
able to get him taken on. He Cid
his job w-^11, but was still in low
spirits. Cui Jianhua, a young rnan
a year ol<ler than Yue and secret-

ary of the mine's Communist

Youth League branch, tried to pull
him out of himself.
For Spring Festival 19?B the
young miners werc preparing a
performance. Cui urged Yue Liuhong to come and rehearse with
the others. The latter was happy
to be included and showed some

aptitude at learning the

dance
movements. Then someone made

a nasty crack. "He'lI make a
narhe for himself inside the
factory as well as outside." Feel-

ing hurt, Yue walked out.
That night Cui Jianhua, who
was unaware of the incident, saw
Yue lying despondently on his bed.
Thinking that the rehearsal may
have tired his injured leg, Cui
brought him a hot compress. His
thoughtfulness gave Yue the spirit
to keep on trying.
Once when he injured his finger

at work, although he had a doctor's
slip'to stay horne the next day, he

insisted on coming

in anyway

and

did what he cou1d. Another time,
he noted that the ditches alongside
the electric car track to protect it
from water were plugged up and
water was spilling over. On his
suggestion Cui Jianhua mobilized
several young men to clean them
out. Yue Liuhong was praised
over the factory news broadcast
and in the wall newspaper.
The old Yue Liuhong began to
come to life inside him. He began to
think about the problem of greater
mechanization for the mine and to
42

It was stolen the very first day.
Ho'"v could he tell Chunrnei? "I
used to be able to get the price of

in a few minutes,"
he thought. "But now what?"

three bicycles

!'inally he did tell her.
"When you stole things did you
think of how the owner felt?" was
her comment. He agreed she had
a point.
So every Saturday afternoon
Chunmei rode her own bicyctre an
hour and a half out to the mine for
him to use, and came back by bus.
Yue eventually was able to qualify
for a position as electrician.

Ilelping

In tbe spring of

Su
1980

Yue was
commended as a model worker and

had joined the Communist Youth
League. He began to think about
other young workers at his mine
who like himself had been in
trouble with the law. He decided
to make friends with one of them,
Su Zhiqiang, who had a reputa-

tion for getting into fights,'
stealing and getting the other
young miners into card games for
very high stakes, which he very
often won. He had more than once
been sent to a labor reform camp

but it didn't

seem to have made
much impression. Having heard
that Su liked to play badminton,
Yue bought a pair of racquets and
played with him very often.
One night he found.Su drinking
aione in his room and looking
sad.

He had lost a lot of money in
an evening of cards.
"WelI, when you used to do
other people in at cards, did you
think how they felt?"
Su said nothing.

Yue urged him to try not to
think about it and stayed talking
until he thought Su's mind had
turned to other things. The next

day Yue urgd Su to give

up

gambling.

After a long pause Su suddenly
said, "You were no better than I
am but today you are a Youth
League member and a model worker. But I'm finished."
Yue was happy to hear this, for
then he knew he'd struck something. "That's iust the point," he
said. "You're not finished."
"Everybody around here hates
me."

Liu knew this. He

decided to
convince people that there
was another side to Su.
At Yue's urging, Su participated
in a mine chess competition and
won a prize. He found that being
part of the collective was a satlsfying experience.

firsf

But he stiil ha<l plenty

of

hostility toward the estabiishment.
One day, just to irritate his superior, he and his cronies cut off
the electricity, causing production
to stop for ten minutes.
Liuhong lvas so angry he felt
Iike giving up on Su. But he made
himself go to see him with magazines and books. Su particularly
liked a story in one of them about
two 5,6q1rg people in love learning
to share and work together.
"Who's going to love you the
way you act?" was Yue's comment
when he learned this. Then he told
Su about his relation with Chunmel.

Aided by Yue's friendship, Su
began to change. This made quite
an impres^sion on a number of

other youths at the mine rvho also
had bad records. Yue Liuhong
was prai.sed for his roie.

In October

198L he and Chunmei

were married. When they returned from their wedding trip to Dalian, Nanjing, Shanghai and Hangzhou, Yue found that Cui Jianhua
had been made secretary of the

Youth League organization for

the whole mine, and that

he

himself was a candidate for Cui's
former positi.on as secretary of his
own branch. When he was actually elected, he was overwhelmd
with gratitude toward the people
who had helped him, a former
criminal, become a useful and
respected member of society. tr
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Qirrg Qing. rvho lives
F'uzi-rou. capital

in

a zoo at

of Fujian province.

has bcen trained by keeper Chen
Yuhr-ra and veterinarian Chen Yucun tl> do i,i number of tricks and
to stay still for physical check-up-.

lnd

trc:trtment.

Seenr-.s

ljke a funny way to gel around.
real15' wants me

bul if Chen Yuhua
tu

\Vhat with feeding nry doll, shooting baskets, cleaninp; house and performing on
nry balanee-board, I'M a very busy panda,

They call this an elecirocardiogram.

I

call it silly.

Photos by Huang Xingquatt
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EDITH And ED BALLIN
rT\HERE are authentic China Ex-

I perts.

We

. are not

among

them.

The expert must have mastery
over the language. We could just
about make our wants known in
restaurants and shops. and ask the
1938:

way to the washroom The expelt
must understand the 3,000-year
recorded history of China
especially the overwhelming events of

the last

haif

-century. We

harze

only a srnattering of facts.

Edith Ballin (rear center) accompanied Soong Chins Ling (Mnre. Sun Yatvisit to victims of Japanese bombing in Guangzhou (Canton).

sen) on a

This compiex country is larger
than the United States. diversified
in its regions, nationalities, geography, and natural lesources iind the
scene of the strivings of ciose to
a biliion people for a secure, .stable
and satisfying iife.
A true China expert obviously
does not develop during a quick
trip" But for the two of us (and, we
believe, many others), our visit
four cities and their surround-

ing
areas within three weeks
was a fast-paced, fascinating
experience
that gave us a sharp
inrpression of the people and the
country,
Possibly wc had a siight edge on

most China tourists. trdiih spent
her early childhood in Tianjin (ot'
Tientsin as it was written then).
Later she was swept along by
Japan's aggression against China,
first to Beijing, then to Guangzhou (Canton) and Hankou (Wuhan), finally to Chongqing. In the
Iast-named, the most frequently
bombed city of its day, she spent
three years teaching English as a
second language. She returned to
the United States shortly bef ore
the attack on Pearl Harbor not
- 39
to see the Far East again for
years.

As a young man, Ed was a work-

er for aid to China for several
years. starting before the United
States entered World War II.
During these years he was befriended by many Chinese and
American supporters of China in
the fight against the Japanese invaders. Through them he learned
how the Chinese people for centuries had been the victims of oppression by outsiders and by misleaders within the country.
-Whether or not our previous involvements gave an added dimen-

sion to our reactions, we share
them in the belief that friendship

between China and our part of the
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

world needs to be fostered

and

strengthened.

Sharp Contrasts
We begin with the last leg of
the trip the departure from the
People's -Republic of China to the
Crown Colony of Hongkong. Here
we experienced the sharpest contrast and cultural shock.
Signs around our plush hotel
in Kowloon, and word-of-mouth
warnings, cautioned against "touts
arid pickpockets."
In China, we felt totally secure
for ourselves and our possessions.
The Bei,jing Guidebook published
by the U.S. Embassy there says:
"Hotel staff usually lock your
rooms for you after you leave and
open them when you come back.
Make sure to throw all unwanted
items in a trash can before you
check out or they will be forwarded to you."
Countless bicycles were parked
in public places. We were impressed by how casually they were left
there. A friend told us that when
there was a report of 75 bicycles
stolen in Beijing during a period
of several months, this was considered something oI a crime wave.
Beijing has about 3 million bicycles.
The garishness of Hongkong
and the many mocking references
made to us about the wide-open
red light district were worlds
apart from the unhedonistic attitudes we encountered in the parts
of China we visited.
Against the luxury we savr in
Kowloon and on Hongkong island,
the poverty we saw in those same
plaees stood out in all its stark
reality also a far cry from the
more equitable
life we witnessed
across the border from "fun city."
'Dogs and Chinesle. Keep Ouf

For Edith particularly, there
was special significance in seeing
the Chinese moving about and
living in their own cities without
being ruled or pushed about by
outsiders.

Back in "the good old days', in
Tianjin, for example, there was a
park with a sign at the entrance

listing dogs and Chinese among
those not admissible. (That sign
was one of several like it in the
AUGUST
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With an
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lntlian
Guang-
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then f oreign administered "conin China's main ports.)
By coincidence, we spent the
night in a hotel in Tianjin directly
across the street from the park.
Formerly, Chinese had lived in
that vicinity only if they worked
as domestics in the homes of international residents, or had spe-

cessions"

cial business there.
Today the Chinese people run
their own cities, and make their
own laws, rules and regulations in
their own land.
Health Care
Good health care clearly is a
major aim in the People's Republic. The hospitals and clinics
we visited, although modestly
furnished, offered modern equipment and services and were well
staffed (Ed could make such judgments based on many years of
work in the hospital field in the
United States).

Prevention is the.obvious keynote and health care is generally
available at low or no cost.
At the rural commune we visited, there were 13 small clinics
one for each brigade
a large
-and
clinic center serving
the entire
commune of 37,000 adults and

children. There was also an arrangement with a big city medical
center

for the most

complicated

surgical and medical procedures.
To Edith this was a miraculous

change. She remembers vividly

when, in China's countryside,
there was no health care, no
disease prevention

and even the

simplest injury or illness often led
to death. For the vast majority of
city people, conditions then were
no better than for rural families.
Peopie dying on city streets were
no novelty.
And there are those who remember. During our hospital visit in

Beijing we were introduced to a
75-year-old woman recovering
from abdominal surgery involving
removal of a massive tumor. Fortunately it was a benign growth
and she appeared to be convalesc-

ing beautifully. The

operation

had been performed by the chief
of gynecology. Total cost of the
surgery and hospitalization, we
were told, would be 20 yuan (approximately $ 13.34).

But the patient had

resisted

going for treatment as long as she
could. She had no family to help
her. A housewife throughout her

adult life, she had no employee
benefits. She had little money. So
45

she assumed that, as in the past,
health care was not for h6r.
The doctor told us her tumo,r
trad grown so large. and so much
fluid had accumulated, that the

Middle 1940s: Edward Ballin,

then

direcling Uniteil China Relief Speaker's
Bureau in New York, with Liu
Liangmo, noterl Chinese YMCA worker
and leader in Ohina's wartime patriotic
singing movement.

With young schoolgirls in Beiiing atter a forty-year

the listlessness that comes from
constant disease and always too
Iittle to eat.

woman could barely move about.

Finally she had gone to the
hospital. In the past her worries
would have been we'll founded.

Today she knows better.
The evidence we saw of greatlY

improved health conditions was
not limited to the hosPitals and
clinics we visited. The people on
the streets, in the stores and restaurants, along the highwaYs

looked healthy, well fed

and

vigorous.
We saw strong, healthY teeth in
the mouths of the men and women

in their twenties, thirties, and
in contrast to the obvious
forties
dental -problems of otrder people.

faces

of boys and girls everywhere daily

brought tears of joY to Fdith's
eyes. She could rememhr when
the children on the streets had
running sores, running eYes, bodies malformed by malnutrition,
46

and discipline shown.
One sure way to PromPt a smile
from a parent, grandparent, uncle
or aunt, big sister or big brother

is to admire the little girl or boY
they are attending. The children
break down aII barriers. And You
see them everYwhere with their
families. Our first tlvo daYs in
China were strictly for sightseeing:
the Imperial Palace, the Summer
Palace, the Nling Tombs, the Great

WaIl. In all

The Children

The robust glow on the

The children of China are a constant delight. We saw so man:l
friendly, olrtgoing ones who rushed
to communicate with tts somehow
despite the language barrier. We
saw performances in kindergartens, schools, and a children's Palace (one of many Youth centers
for a wide varietY of afterschool
activities), and were deePlY irnpressed by the grace, creativitY,

these once-forbidden

places, there are now crowds of
families bringing the little ones to
see and enjoY the sites.
When we were in Shanghai we

were fortunate to be able to visit
with a Chinese friend with whom
we had been very close back in the
States during the 1940s. Wq dis*

absence.

cussed with him our feelings
about the children of his countrY
and. the great care and affection
to'r,r,ard them we had observed.
"The chiLdren?" he said. "Oh
yes, they are our future."
These words seem so trite on the
page. They were not trite lvhen
he said them.

As the I\vig Is Bent
As a teacher before World War

II in the foreign concessions in
Tianjin, Edith could remember

when only young peoPle from the
most privileged Chinese f amilies
'had the opportunitY for formal
education" MerelY a tinY fraction
of the population could learn to
read or write.
Today edutation is for all. There
is instruction at the kindergar-

ten, elementary schooi, and middle
school levels for children in rural
communes and in districts and
neighborhoo<ls in the cities we
visited.

During our visit to Beijing, she
had the rare opportunitY for a
tourist of briefly taking charge of
a middle school class. Informed
that her profession was teaching

English as a second language, the
CHINA RECONSTEUCTS

instructor of an English class turned his students over to her.
Although she had no warning, she
was able to lead them through
their paces and was impressed with
their alertness, attention, interest,
and willingness to try.
College education is still available in China on a small scale
only. With four times the'U.S.
population, she has perhaps a tenth
as many college students. In a
basically noncompetitive society,
competition is high, we were told,
to do weil on the entrance examinations that determine who maY
and may not attend college.
It was in regard to education
that we heard the greatest number
of complaints against the gang of
four. We learned of a generation
of young people deprived of the
opportunity for useful study. Off
they were sent to rural work or
other assignments, with no further
chance for organized education,
other than political classes, then
often no more than sloganizing.
Meanwhile the universities, colleges, schools, laboratories and
libraries began to wither.

Still, some young men and
power, studying on their own

women did overcome by sheer wiII

despite fatigue, distractions, and
disapproval.
The young women and men who
served as our guides in the various
cities were products of China's

educational system in whom the
nation could take pride.

Building Anew
We arrived in Tianjin on a wet,
gloomy day. Af ter unusual excitement on the railroad platform,
where we saw hundreds of chicks
in wicker hampers en route from
farm to city market, we proceeded to the familiar places of Edith's
early life. Initially she was distressed by what she saw. Here the
Tangshan earthquake of 1976 had
also done much damage, and the
reminCers were made grimmer by
the grayness of the day.
Small temporary shelters lined
the streets of the old British con-

cession and beyond.

(These

shelters hatse noro been complete-

lg dismnntled
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and.
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people

Chinese Cookery

Quick-Fried $lieed Beef in

fomato Sauce
(Fan Qie Niu Rou)
t/3 lb. (150 grams) tender lean beef
For rnarinade:

,/o

teaspoon baking soda

Ll+ teaspoon salt

Vz

teaspoon cornstarch

1% teaspoons water
For sauce:
2 tablespoons tomato paste

2 teaspoons sugar
salt
'lg teaspoon
1
teaspoon chopped scallion
1 slice minced ginger
2 teaspoons cornstarch
6 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon sliced bamboo
shoots (optional)

housed i,n neto or renouated perrrlanent quarters.
Editor) Some
were constructed -from the stone
and brick rubble of the buildings
brought down by the tremors"
But, remembering how the people built out of the rubble left by
the bombings of wartime cities in
which she had lived, Edith adjusted quickly. She thrilled at the
great amount of new construction
under way, and was delighted to
see people working, living, shopping, and enjoying themselves in
the places where once shops were
only for the well-todo, and the
poor were shooed away.
With or without natural disaster, the need to build is seen
everywhere. Apartments high
- and
rise and 1ow and offices
factories are being
built in great
numbers to meet the all but insatiable demand.
There is pride in such buildings
as the Great Hall of the People
and the Historical Museum at
Tian An Men Square in the heart
of Beijing. These edifices were
constructed, by volunteer workers
in a ten-rnonth period-to be
ready in 1959 for the Tenth Anniversary of ' the People's Republic
of China.

150 gm. slice-d cucuurber (seeds re-

moved)

5

tablespoons vegetable oil
Slice beef against the grain into

pieces 1 mm. thick. Soak slices in
marinade 10 minutes to tenderize.

Cook sliced bamboo shoots in
boiling water, remove, cool in cold
water and drain.
Prepare sauce by mixing tomato
paste, sugar, salt, chopped scallion,
minced ginger, cornstarch and
water.

Heat oil in a lkillet until it

smokes and add beef slices. Quick-

fry

and stir until they turn brown
(about 20 seconds). Add bamboo

shoots and cucumber slices. Pour

in sauce and stir until gravy
thickens. Remove to a serving

dish. With other dishes, this is a
serving for two.
i]

They must be seen to be believed. The Great HaIl has an auditorium for tire 10.000 delegates to
the National People's Congress and
rooms representing each of lhe 22

provinces which are works of art
depicting the scenery and life in
these areas. In the Historical

Museum; the visitor goes

on

a

journey through time, from Peking
Man to Liberation and on to
present-day China.
Even in new buildings, apart-

ments are small and crowded
compared to ours in the U.S., and
people have far fewer possessions.

But whether or not the buildings
are for major public functions, or
for living quarters, or for production, the new construction all
around us gave us a strong impression of purpose and vigor.
We know that the Chinese people, in their developing country,
have a long way to go to solve all
their problems. We, in our developed one, have a long way to go to
solve ours. We believe that our
countries have a lot of offer each
other and we hope good relatir:ns
between the United States and the
People's Republic of China be preserved and grow toward that
end.
tr
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New Vice-Minister from the Coalfields
ZHANG MUYOU

f,.lORTY years ago, whcn much oI
China was under Japanese oc-

I'

cupation, a 14-year-old boy and his
left Shandong province as
famine refugees and ended up at

parents

the Hegang mine in Heilongjiang
province in the northeast. The boy
went to work in the mine. Dressed
in rags, he learned to crawl in and
out of dark, narrow shafts and
wield a pick in cramped quarters.
That young miner, yu Hongen,
was recently named a Vice-Minister of the CoaI Industry in the

il.,?: lr.

course of the reform of the govern-

ment's administrative structure
(see the June 1982 China Reconstructs).

Down-to-Earth Spirit
Yu Hongen is cheerful, brusque
and full of vigor. He has a veteran

miner's daring, an old cadre,s
wealth of experience and an
engineer's strict intellectual atrF
proach. Soon after liberation the

young miner's qualities earned him
promotions to team leader and
then pit supervisor.
From 1956 to 1961 he attended

the College of Mining in Beijing.
Later he became manager of a
mine and of a mining bureau and
deputy director of the provincial
coal mining administration. To-

ward the end of 1981 he was transferred to the Ministry of Coal Industry and soon became Minister
Gao Yangwen's right-hand man in
charge of daily work.
Yu is modest about the part his
abilities played in his promotion:
"I really owe it to the educational
opportunities given me by the
Party and the people, and the conZIIANG MUYOU is a Chrina
Service reporter.
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News

Vice-Minister Yu Hongen (right) talks with model u,orkers.

cern and support of industry leaders. I'lI try to live up to the expectations people have of me."

Normally he works over

10

hours a day, but no matter how
busy he is he frequently finds
time to get down to the mines and
take part in the work there. Belore
he joined the ministry, he often
barely saw his home for weeks on
end, though it was near his 'uvork
place. After he was transferred to
Beijing, he went on an inspection
trip to a new coal field. Miners
were surprised to find an official
of his rank appearing suddenly at
the bottom of the pit to see things
for himself.
People who know him say that
he is a natural leader, generous
and kind, but strict in the demands
he makes on himself and others.
He sometimes loses his temper, but
never unjustly. His popularity
makes his home a frequent gathering place for workers and leaders.

His co-workers at Hegang were reIuctant to let him go off to work
in Beijing. Some miners wrote
advising him, in his higher post, to
control his temper and take better
care of his heaLth. He laughingly
claims some success with his temper, but as for his health, his work
schedule leaves him little time to
worry about it.

In the Front Line
Because coal is China's principal
energy source, its production is
crucial to the nati.onal economy.
From January to April 1977 the
Hegang mine
the place where Yu
had worked- in his youth fell
200,000 tons short of its output
quota. Yu, then vice-director of
the Heilongjiang provincial coal
mining administrati.on, was sent to
the mine and put in charge of

production.
He began by reorganizing the ad-

ministrative structure, so that
CHINA BECONSTRUCTS

engineers and technicians had
more say in management. He also
improve'd workers' living conditions and made it possible for them
to take more initiative. When
problems arose, he went down to
the pits to Look into them and
work side by side with the miners.
By the end of May, the 200,000ton shortage had been made up
and another 150.000 tons over the
quota had been mined. In each oI
the fclllowing five years the mine's
output increased by 1,000,000 tons
annually.
Long-Range Planning

Yu is a strong advocate of longterm planning: "In the coal industry, we must foresee and plan
for conditions five or ten years
from now. Otherwise, he may be
able to cope for a few years, but
not in the long run." He put his
views into practice at Hegang, particularly in selecting and fostering
new leaders in their 40s. "There
are 100,000 mineri with 200,000
family members there," he says.
"Without a young and capable
leadership group, and centralized
command with popular support
and long-term plans, how can a
mine of this size flourish?"
In his new post, Yu is concerned
with the nationwi,ile situation. The
government, he says, has called
for coal output to increase by
20,000,000 tons a year-a stiff
challenge, but one he believes can
be fulfilled. Old mines must be

Orartge Tree Warerfnll
PENG JIANQUN

(Orange Tree)

ll[JUANCCUOSHU
Falls, China's biggest,

strad-

dles the Baishui River, a tributary

of the Wujiahg in beautiful Zhenning Bouyei and Miao Autonomous
county, home of batik in Guizhou
province. Deluged by sub-tropical

rains over the ages, the limestone structure of the river bed
has collapsed

in

places, creating

nine falls. Huangguoshu, B0 meters
wide, drops 74 meters.
Special buses take tourists to the
falls, some 150 kilometers south-

west of Guiyahg, the

province

capital. Its roar can be heard from

PENG JIANQUN is a staff reporter

for China Reconstructs.

far off. Then, as the bus makes a
sharp turn in the road, the white
giant appears like a silver-shelled
dragon dancing over a sheer cliff.
The village at the falls is a pro-

duction brigade of 100 families,
most of them in farming. The

place grows good oranges, thus the

name "Huangguoshu",

which

means orange trees.

A stairway of 500 stone steps
leads down to the bottom of the
falls. Here the water plunges into
a deep pool. Above, the cliff is
eapped by a huge pink rock shaped

like a lotus leaf. The water cas-'
cades down like a shimmering
piece of silver cloth coming out of

?

technologically upgraded and new
mines opened up. Attention must
be paid to small and medium-sized
mines as well as the large mining

complexes. Efficiency must be
raised and the initiative of local
miners aroused.
The burdens of his new job will
undoubtedly leave him even less
time than before rvith his wife and
four chil'dren. Foriunately, family
relationships are strong and harmonious. His wife is in charge of
a factory run by miners' family
members, and a1l his children
work
the eldest son as a squadron -leader in China's air force.

tr
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Huangguoshu (Orange

lree) Falls,
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A. power station (left) takes arlvantage of l,he force and volume of the falls to
produce electricity.
Pkotos by Z'hou Youma and Sun Yunshan

a loorn, or as dozens of white silk
ribbons dropping over the brink.
The thunderous roar of the falls
adds an awesome quality to its

beauty. Evdn 100 meters

awaY,

other. In
summer floodtime, 2,000 cubic
people cannot hear each

meters of water pour ove!: the crest

every second, crashing into the
rocky pool below with a deafening
noise that can be heard five kilometers away.
Behind the falls is a cave 20
meters deep, most of the time hidden by water and spray. It has a

beautiful name Water Screen
- in the past a
Cave. Some time
visitor entered it in a dry season
and carved four large Chinese

r'$n6q,' Reflecting
characters
6n the wall. Most
Rosy Clouds"
-

people are not bold enough to go
in, frightened by the darkness, the

rain-like leaking drbps and the
sound like the magnified roaring
of tigers and lions. The cave will
soon be made safe for the public
to visit and enjoy a fantastic view
of the falls from inside.
Old Zhenning county annals

from the pool to fight an ox

on

the bank. Thus,
Pool." The pool is

"Rhinoceros
verY deeP, the

spray from the falls leaPing manY
meters high. Hanging in the air, it
Iooks like clouds of mist, then
changes to light rain. SleePing

near the falls on a cool summer
night, lulled. by the sound of the
water, one feels as if he were
floating in the sky.
More than 300 years ago Xu
Xiake, a famous Ming dYnastY

travel writer, visited Huangguoshu
Falls. He described it as like a
screen of pearls hanging down
from the mountain top.
The first pavilion with a view
of the falls was built in the Qing
dynasty. Later the Kuomintang
turned it into a townshiP administration office. After 1949 the people's government restored the
pavilion, built another one and
added a tea house and other
buildings. New streets have been
laid in the village, and a new bus
station and stone stePs leading
down to the pool below the falls
have been built. Food and other
services have been opened.
Last year, aside from thousands
of Chinese, 3,000 foreign tourists
visited the falls.
Huangguoshu Falls has eight
major scenic spots. At present only
the Milky WaY and the Goddess
and Rainbow are open to the
public. The other six are being
prepared. TheY are Marvelous
Water Screen, MistY Cloud and
Rain, Water Twining Cliff" Rainbow Village, Stalagmite Swords,
and Dragon Pool. When comPleted,

it vrill take visitors

three days to

tour all these sites. A new hotel
and an administration building are

nearly

completed.

n
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What is the Rural Responsibility System ?
rF HE lesponsibility system in agricultural
I production now set up in nine out of ten

production brigades in China's communes has
helped increase production and improve the life

of her

800 million peasants. However, while
experienced observers abroad see optimistic
prospects for greater prosperity in the Chinese
cor,rntryside, many incorrectly interpret the
responsibility system as a retrogression toward
capitalism.
Under the responsibility system the land and
other basic rneans of production remain public
property. Farmland capital construction is
ar:ranged by the state or the collective. Land,
irrigation projects and large farm machines are
managed by the coilective. A certain amount of

money from production income is put into the
pul:lic fund.
The responsibility system, therefore, has not
the socialist nature of the collective
economy in the Chinese countryside. The
Chinese peasants' own experience over 30 years

changed

tells them that only socialist collectivization,
properly and flexibly applied can bring them a
good iife.
In October and November last year China
Reconstructs carried articles on how the system
rvas applied. "What Happened in the Coun-

tryside" reviewed the historical background.
"Greater Responsibility on the Farm" and
"Team Leader on New Contract System" gave

on-the-spot descriptions of how one form of the

Commune memhers carry home chemical fertilizers
they have boughl for use on contrac(ed land.
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"household contract'' works in Chuxian county,
Anhui province.
In the following article our reporter writes
from Huarong county, Hunan province, detaiiing another form of the responsibility system
that emphasizes division of labor according to
specialized skills.

There are rnariy forms of the responsibility
in China's agriculture. Due to the great
size of the countryside and the big differences
in.natural conditions, level of production, technical equipment, education standards and life
style, it is impossible for any one form to satisfy
the needs of all regions. But for a long time in
the past .administration was too centralized and
management methods were too uniform. No attention was paid to making measures fit local
conditions, which did nothing to raise the initiative of local units and peasants. Today, the peasants themselves select the form they consider
system

best suitefl to their needs.

Whatever the forrn adopted, the system of
responsibility for agricultural production is one
of the ways Chinals collective economy in the

countryside is managed and administered.
Individuals, trouseholds or groups assume clearcut responsibilities in production, and their
earnings are linked to their fulfillment of these
responsibilities. ,This has done away with the
situation commonly called "everyone eating
out of the same pot," in which it made little
difference how much or how little one worked,
or how well or how badly.
(See overleaf)
Wanyu commune's machine embroidery factory, a sign
of the more diversified economic activities in rural
areas.
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Rural Responsibility $ystem: Spot Report
PENG XIANCHU

first person to explain to
THE
r me how the responsibility

in Huarong county,
Hunan provincq in south-central
China, was Liu Wang'er, a 28year-old peasant. Liu is a member
of the No. 4 team of the Yuexing
brigade of the Wanyu commune.
There are five in his family
his
wife, himself, his father and- two
system works

boys.

The system as practiced

in

his

brigade is known as contracting by
specializations. In other words,
each member contracts with the
collective, and as part of the collec-

tive, for work at which he or

she

is most skilled, and is held
doirrg it well. Liu and his wife
specialize in farming. This year
individually responsible for

the two contracted with the brigade f or 10.6 mu (about twothirds of a hectare) of what is
termed "responsibility farmland,,.
His 65-year-old father, who has
many years of experience in
raising ducks, has a contract for
tending 300 of them. He must seII
two tons of eggs a year to the
state. From the earnings, he gives
55 yuan to the brigade and keeps
the rest himself. He pays for any
missing ducks.

Liu's f amily also cultivates,
under the contract, two and
half mu of food farmland for its

own consumption. This, plus their
"responsibility farmland;" adds up
to 13.13 mu,, on which they have
contracted to produce 7.6 tons of
grain. Of the proceeds, 545 yuan
goes to the state and the collective
fund; the rest they keep. "It,s all in
the contracts," Liu Wang'er said.
"This year, after everything is
deducted, I reckon our family will
clear at least 3,500 yuan, which
comes to 700 yuan per person. And
that doesn't include the 400 yuan
or so we'll get from home sidelines."
PENG XIANCHU is a staff reporter for

China Reconstructs.
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The responsibility system in
Wanyu commune is one of "unified

management, division of labor by
specializations, individual responsibility, and distribution by contract." What do these terms mean
in practice?
Unified management means that
the commune selectively apportions the work according to
the nature of each job to the

collective if collective management
is more suitdble, or to a particular

commune member if individual management produces the

best results. In either case, "division of labor by specializations" is
emphasized, and commune members with special skills are
encouraged to engage in aII kinds
of vocations farming, forestry,

animal husbandry,
farm sidelines,
fishery, industry or commerce.

By "individual responsibilities'1
is meant that each production
brigade contracts its cuttivable land

to

members

70 percent of

it

is

- to the basic labor
allotted according

The team has 130 members

families. Its 280 mu of land

i!

in

28

padexperimented

dyfield. In 1978 it
with fixing the responsibility for
cultivating and managing 80 mu
of late rice on individual peasants.
Output was planned for each piece
of land, with corresponding rewards and fines. The peasants paid
special attention to the crops, ap-

piying liberal amounts of fertilizer.
An average of 340 kilograms was
harvested per mu, as oompared
with a maximum of 250 kilograms
in previous years. The rewards
were paid out as agreed.
The team's members saw the
benefits of the system. In 1979 it
was applied to the early rice crop
as well, with good results. In 1980
it was extended to the late rice
crop, and in 1981 to industry and
sideline production as weII.
After the 1981 harvest, the
team members decided that the

agricultural tax and deductions
ormerly handled by the team

f

should instead be paid directly by

of each individual (respon- each working member from his
sibility farmland) and the remain- earnings. The shift simplified
ing 30 percent on a per capita basis- calculation and execution
an
(food farmland). "Distribution by advantage to those team leaders
contract" stipulates the state and and members who had a scant
collective's share of a household's f ormal education. After a few
points+

total production on both "responsibility" and "food" Iand, the rest
going to the contracting household.
This kind of responsibility system
is practiced not only in Wanyu
commune with its 217 production
teams and 40,000 people, but in all.
the 25 communes in Huarong
county. It is also in effect in 20
percent of the 511,000 production.
teams in Hunan province (agricultural population: 46 million).

A

People's Invention

This form was devised by the

peasants themselves after new
policies were implemented in the
countryside in the past few years.
Here are details of how it works
in the No. 4 production team,

m,ore improvements and modifications the new responsibility system
took its present form.
Since there were both good and
poor plots of land, how was the

contracting

of

paddyfields done?

The team members graded

the
paddyfields according to the. quality

of the soil and

distance from the
village, and then fixed the amount
of grain that should be produced
under contract from each plot. The
plots were numbered and written
on slips of paper in such a way as
*Used by local peasants to assess an
individual's basic work capability. The
number of points is decided by the

production team according to the
person's health, age, skill and in'v'olvement in ho'usehold *'ork. Maximum
nlumber of points for a marl is generally
ten points,; for a woman, eight. A new
assessment is made every year or two.
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Water conservatiotr *,orks like these rerna.in nn.Jer
management ot fhc brigade.

!-1:+ r-rntiirij

,i;

Afterschool children graze cattle assigned to their families.

....

Watching Grandpa paint a new water bucket. With the responsibility system he can adjust his work so as to have more
time to do things around home.

Fifty-year-old Bai Xiaoqing learns to ride the bicycle he bought
with his increased earnings.

Beekeeping is one

of the household sidelines in this district'
Pltotos bv Zhou Yontta

to have both poorer and better application of the new responsibiland in each lot. Then the team lity system.
members drew lots and contracted
for the land indicated.

1978

'It

Belongs to the Collective'

From what this reporter saw at
the Wanyu commune, the socialist
system of collective ownership has
remained rock-firm after the
advent of the responsibility system,
and the peasants have a clear-cut
socialist outlook.
Tong Boyuan, plowing with a
water buffalo, quickly points out

that the buffalo is not his: "It
belongs to the production team; I

only use it under contract to plow
the 1and."
Zhang Xingfa, carefully smoothing a seedling bed, is congratulated on how well his cotton field
looks. "Not mine." he says, "collectively owned by the team."
Yang Xiaohe, asked whether the
hand tractor he was driving was

his own property, replies: "It
belongs to the team. I have a

contract with the team for its use
and maintenance. I must pay the
team 500 yuan in net profit every
year. A11 income above that is
mine." The income comes from
fees for transporting things with
the tractor.
An old man tending a water

buffalo by the roadside reports
that the animal belongs to the
team, but that his family and two
others are using it and buying it in
installments over three years.
When I remarked that at the end
of three years the team would

1982

Ownetl by the production teams
34
Hand traclors
3,125
Water buffaloes
2,896

lllectric

motors
Power sprayers

Total fixed

(in

assets

'278

148
0

106

3,050

3,900

1,000 yuan)

Owned by the procluction brigades

Large tractors

t2

t2

Diesel engines

51

95

2"260

3,090

Total fixed

(in

assets

1.000 yuan)

Motor vehicles
Total fixed assets

(in

3

J

15

15

0

3

429

500

1.000 yuan)

Hand tractors owned bY individuals increased from none in 1979
to 1 in 1980 and 3 in 1982. Some
water buffaloes were also privately owned. No large tractors or
other machines were individually
owned,

General DeveloPment

The new responsibilitY

countryside.

Outstanding among the commune's seven industrial enterprises
is the machine embroidering
factory. It employs 80 people and
operntes r:hiefly on a piecelvork
wage system. It hands its Profits
to the commune and gets rewards
for overfulfilling its quotas. There
have been sharp increases in both
production and profits. In 1981
the comurune was able to sPend
50,000 yuan on a new three-storY
workshcp building of reinforced
concrete.

The commune's forestrY farm has
58 peopie wrrrking under contract
in thlee gri)ups. One gloup is in
charge of loosening the soil around

Owned by the eommune

Large traetors
Electric motors

different lines of production in the

sYstem

has brought prosperity to all the

the roots of timber trees.

each

persol'r covering 3,3 hectares a year

he or she
21 cm. deep, for
",shichThere are
receives 500 yuan.
rewalds for areas where trees
thrive and fines tol bad management. Another group looks after
citrus trees, each per-son turning in
1.25 tons of oranges per year, for
which they are paid 500 yuan. The
third group is in charge bf tree
protection.

The farm has made raPid
in the last four years.
Formerly it ha'd on)y 7 hectares
advances

of pines and chestnut trees. TodaY

it

has 47 hectares

of

cyPresses,

7

hectares of orange trees, 7 hectares
of bamboo, and 3 hectares of Pines.

Vtrith the incredsed collective income due to the responsibility svstem, Yuexing
Photos bg Wanlt Xinmin
brigade is builcling a new cultural center.

have one buffalo less, he said, "On
the surface, maybe. But the team
cah use -the money to buy another
buffalo. Besides, it will get interest from the installments we

pay. The team doesnit

lose any-

thing, the only difference is that
fixed assets are turned into circulating funds."
Team member Wu Bingqing,
feeding fish in a pond belonging to
the production brigade, explains
that he has contracted to pay the
brigade B0 yuan this year out of
profits for the use of the pond.
Here is how fixed assets in the
commune have grown since the
AUGUST
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In the commune fishery farm,
whieh has 330 hectares of water
surface, the new responsibility
system has helped increase its
output of fish from 52.5 tons in
1978 to 70 tons in 1981.
Six members of the Fuqiang
brigade's pig farm decided to form
a specialized pig-raising team.
They signed a contract with the
brigade to handle 18 sows. and 2
breeding pigs. The contract gives
them two-thirds hectare for growing fodder. This year they are to
sell 40 pigs to the state. They wiII
pay 600 yuan to the brigade. The
rest of the income, estimated at
3,400 yuan, will be theirs.
There are only five people working under contract in the prefabricated cement slab factory at
the Yuexing brigade. Their annual profit is 12,000 yuan, out of
which they pay the brigade 6,000
yuan. The rest goes for salaries
and costs.
Tian Wenzhang, a young commune member, has contracted with
the Tianpu brigade to operate a
small beancurd shop. The brigade
supplies the premises, a grinding

Legends ond Toles from History

The Duke of Yue's Revenge
WEI TANG,

mHE DUKE of Yue and his wife nothing suspicious to report, so
I were made to work as slaves gradually the Duke of Wu began
for three years in the State of Wu.
The Iatter had defeated the State
of Yue in a battle in 494 B.C. The
two states Yue in today's Zhe- on the east coast
jiang province
and Wu to the north around what
is today the city of Suzhou (Jiang-

su
f or

province)

were

contending

- over the lowerr
hegemony
Changjiang (Yangtze) River valley,
and after the defeat Yue had to
pledge allegiance to Wu.
Fu Chai, the Duke of Wu, did
everything he could to insult the
Yue couple. Gou Jian, the Duke
machine and an electric motor, and- of Yue, was forced to live in a
this year provided him with 450 small stone hut beside the tomb of
kilograms of soybeans. He is to Fu Chai's father, who had died
pay 200 yuan to the brigade. He fighting Yue. Every time the
Duke of Wu went on tour he made
pays costs and keeps the rest.
Wanyu's commune and brigade the Duke of Yue lea'd his hor\e,
enterprises have developed con- subjecting him to derisive comsiderably since the new responsi- ments from the populace about
bility system was put into effect. "our duke's groom." With rancor
Their gross income in 1981 was 65 in his heart, the Duke of Yue acpercent more than in 1978.
cepted such treatment only beThe commune stipulates that cause then his state would still be
commune members engaged in allowed to exist, his people would
commune or brigade enterprises or not be butchered, and he might
in industrial and sideline oc- find an opportunity to make a
cupations in the production teams comeback, he hoped.
need not do any farming apart
his time in Wu, the Duke
from taking cete of the "food of During
Yue force.d himself to always ap
farmland" which every member pear
humble and respectful. Dresscontracts for. The division of
ed
in
scraps of sacking and a batlabor thus effected helps to bring
tered
hat, he industriously cared
special skills among the peasants
for
horses. His wife, wearing
the
play
into
for the all-round developordinary clothing, fetched water,
ment of the rural economy. !
(This is the first of two articles. did the cooking and swept the
In the nert issue some problerrls sthbles and courtyard. Fan Li,
encountered in applying the re- one of his officials, had come with
sponsibilLty sgstem in Huarong them, and he too assumed such a
countA, and ho1-D theg toere solued mien, never uttering a word of
in the coltrse of the last three complaint. Those sent by the
gears, uil,L be separatel,y reported.) Duke of Wu to spy on them found
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to relax his vigilance.

n NE dav the Duke of Wu feli ili.
t-l tn" Duke of Yue asked for
permission to see the ailing duke

to show his loyalty. "I know a
iittle about medicine," he told Fu
Chai, "and can judge a patient's
condition from the flavor of his
stool." He tasted the Duke of
Wu's stool and announced that the

latter would reco'rer very

soon.

This act made a big impression on
the Duke of Wu. He had not
originally intended to honor his
word about keeping Gou Jian for
only three years, but now, moved
by the latter's seeming loyaltY, he
decided to release him and even
gave him a big sendoff with a
banquet.
After Gou Jian returned to Yue,

the humiliation that had been

forced on him rankled within him.
Over his bed he hung a gall. Before every meal and at bedtime he

would taste a bit of its bitter
substance. To strengthen his resolve, he gave uP his luxurious
palace and slept on a Pallet of
brushwood in a thatched hut.*
The Duke of Yue and his wife
lived like common people, he
working in the fields and she
weaving and sewing clothes. He

issued a decree exempting farmers
from taxbs for seven years. His-

torical writings credit him with
helping the poor and recognizing
*These two hardships he imposed on
himself have come into the Chinese

language as a fourword phrase "wo
xin chang dan", meaning hardsrhips to
strengthen resolve to wipe out natdonal
humiliation.
CHTNA RECONSTBUCIS

tensive training in court etiquette
and the seductive arts. She and
Fan Li feIl in love, After three
years she was considered ready.
General Wen Zhong went to Wu
with boatloads of magnificent
gifts and asked the Duke of Wu
whether he was interested in ac-

cepting this outstanding beauty.
The duke was, and sadly Xi Shi
said goodby to Fan Li and Ieft to
place her talents at the service of
her state.
The Duke of Wu soon became
completely infatuated with her.
He spent all his days with her and

Before each meal anal at bedtime the
Duke of Yue would taste the bitter gall.
Dra'aing bg yang yongqing

created extravagant entertainments to please her. Xi Shi flattered hirn and encouraged him in
this. She used her influence on
him to undermine the position of
the old minister Wu Zixu who opposed his relation with her, and to

affront to himself, but feared to

it disaffect others.
persuaded him that he
should execute the minister as a
warning to others. The duke gave
Wu Zixu a sword and told him to
kill himself. Despite the minister's
warnings, Fu Chai still thpught
the Duke of Yue was loyal to him.
ln 482 B.C. while the Duke of
Wu was away at a conference of
rulers to discuss control of the
central plain, Yue launched a
surprise attack on Wu, inflicting
heavy casualties. Nine years later
Yue won a decisive victory. {hen
the Duke of Yue decieed that Fu
Chai be sent to lifelong exile on
an island in the sea, the latter in
shame cut his own throat.
punish him lest

Xi Shi

LI-ISTORY is ambiguous on what
II hupp..,"d to Xi Shi. According
the worth of talented people and praise and promote Bo Pi, a to one
story, on learning of the
scholars. He placed in important minister who General Wen Zhong
death
of
the Duke of Wu, in rehad
positions Fan Li, who had gone
bought over to Yue's side.
For her the duke built Guanwa morse she declared that though
with him, and General Wen
Zhong, whom he had deputed to Palace (Palace of Beautiful she had avenged her country she
administer the state in his absence. Women) in an imperial park on the was'not unmindful of the Duke of
Before long Yue began to recoup slope of Lingyan HilI, about 15 Wu's kindness to her, threw
its strength.
kilometers west of Suzhou. So herself into a swift river and was
Fan Li conceived a brilliant elaborate was it, the story goes, drowned. In another, she and Fan
scheme: Knowing that the Duke that it had strings of real pearls to Li were reunited. Given a rich
of Wu had a tendency to dissipa- shade the windows. Next to it he award, he gave up official life and
tion and extravagance, Fan Li built the Promenade of Musical became a merchant in the area
proposed to firrther undermine Wu Shoes. Under the marble floor around Taihu Lake, and there
tr
rule with the gift of an enticing were thousands of earthenware lived happily with her.
woman. Disguised as a merchant, jars which rang like chimes when
he toured Yue, seeking the most she walked or danced on it.
beautiful maidens. Washing silk
For her he dug a special river.
in a stream in a remote village he Along its banks were many pavifound Xi Shi, the loveliest and lions where musicians and dancers
most graceful woman he had ever would perform. Xi Shi found that
seen. When the.plan was explain- long excursions on it were a good
ed to her father, he agreed that Xi way to keep him from government
Shi must do what was wanted. affairs for days at a time. The
Thus Xi Shi became the most cost of such extravagances left the
famous of the long line of beauties people most dissatisfied.
whom traditional Chinese history
writing holds ,responsible for the
fall of states. Xi Shi, however, is \rI SHI sent a secret message to
not remembered as the usual /\Fan Li that Wu was weakening,
menace butr seen from the yiew- and got one back urging her to use
point of Yue, is viewed as a her influence to get rid of Mirrister
patriotic heroine. Her tale has Wu Zixu. She waited her chance
been celebrated in literature by until one day in 484 8.C., in
some of China's greatest writers disapproval at the arrival of anincluding the poet Li ,Bai.
other shipment of gifts from Yue,
Xi Shi was taken to the Yue Wu Zixu refused to attend the 7./.
shi dancing on the Promenade of
court and given education with ceremony to receive them, The xi
Musical Shoes, from an illustration in
,Fan Li as her tutor, and also in- Duke of Wu was incensed at this an old book.
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Qianling Lake"

AtaultNcsHAN Park in GuiV ,"r,r, the capital ot Guizhou

province, is a famous scenic sPot in
southwest China. Surrounded bY
three mountains, it is peaceful and
secluded, combining the beautY of
mountain and lake,
From the entrance of the Park

i,lirl
.1,:i'1i

A Pork in
QianlinS:shan Park

one can see towering old trees
along a winding Path. Along the
slope are buildings with uPturned
eaves and colorful beams - the;r
belong to the Hongfu MonasterY.
begun in 16?2 bY a monk named
Chisong and comPleted in 1690.

uiyong

is a restful place to read or study'
Phol.Os

by Zhott Younta on,d Sun Yunshan

The monastery halls are imPosing
and beautif ul. Moon gates and
corridors imitate the gardens of
Suzhou and Hangzhou. A Path
leads to the toP of Western Peak
where one can look over the entire

city of Guiyang.
At the foot of Mt. Qianling

is

the Qilin (Unicorn) Cave. Of karst
stone, it has' manY stalactites and
stalagmites. The largest resembles
a unicorn, thus the name of the
cave.

Behind the mountain a road
leads to Qianling Lake. Originally

it

was a iowland along a river. In
spring and summer there were
frequent floods, and in 1954 a dam
was built, creating the lake. Trees
surround the lake and climb the

slopes of the mountains, where
there is a revolutionarY martYrs'
cemetery. The tranquil, beautiful
scene attracts manY visitors.
Above the northern shore of the
lake is Holy Spring, where the water gushes out irom a crevice in
the rock, rising and falling hke the
tides of the sea. In 1375 a stone
pit was built trere containing a
stone drum used to measure the
volume of the spring, which, with
the pavilion built over it, is one of
tr
the park's best attractions.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

The upturned eaves of Hongfu Monastery.

Qilin (Unicorn) Cave.

Visitors at Qianlingshan Park.
Mountain

lake.

photps b1, Wang Xinmin

Fish Springs

of Hunan

KE ZHONG

qHIMEN county in Hunan prov-

l/ ince is

for its many
water caves, called fish springs,
famou-s

from which fish emerge in,high\ rater seasons into adjacent
streams, rivers or lakes.
In some the fish move once a
year, in some severai times a year
or all year round, in others only
during rain and thunder storms.
One of the most spectacular is in
the Jinhe brigade of the Nanzhen
commune. Called Longmen Spring,

it

lies under an overhanging

diff

above a deep pond. During heavy

rainstorms from the end of January to the middle of February,
shoals of fish move out to jump
into the pond below. The brigade
catches 300 kilograms of fish here

each year.
The Hu-da brlgade of the Heping
commune has a seasonal fish
spring. When the water level rises
in the spring and summer, shoals

of fish come out. Carp, grass carp
and chub are common, some
weigiring as much as a dozen kilog1'ams. A nearby brigade has a
Bpring from which fish come only
in rain and thunderstorms.

ilHESE

water caves were formed

surface temperature changes and

area. Shimen county lies above
layers of Limestone. Erosion by
underground water created many
ponds on the surface and a large
number of underground rivers.
When these subterranean rivers
connect with caves, water runs out

the outside temperature drops in
late autumn, fish in surface rivers
swim into the underground rivers,
returning the next spring to feed
and lay their eggs.
Because some fish in the Shimen
springs are nearly blind they cannot survive in surface rivers. This
has led some scientists to conclude

I by the ages-long geological are relatively cool in the summer
changes in the Shimen mountain and warm in the winter. When

and forms springs.

Springs containing fish result
from certain conditions. Some underground rivers link with rock
crevices or ponds on the suiface.
When the water in surface ponds
and strearns overflows, fish move
out and enter the underground

Wrong lesson
Father: So, smoking behind my back! Why,
I',il ...
Son: No, no! I promise, from now on when I
smoke it'll never be behind your back.
Lin Feng

A Painter's llabits
Li: Look at this landscape painting. Is it

a

sunrise or a sunset?
Old Wang: Sunset.
Old Li: How do you know?
Old Wang: I know the painter hs's too lazy
to get up in time to see a sunrise.
Shao Jing

Fickle ?
Judge: Why do you want a divorce?
Woman: My husband is very inconstant. Before
we were married he said he loved only me.
Judge: And he loves someone else now?
Woman: His parents.
Zhang Liuzhen

AUGUST
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that fish springs may have resulted
from underground lakes formed in
remote antiquity. After centuries
in underground rivers, the blind
fish no longer resemble their

tr

ancestors.

Funny lTay ol lloing Business
Customer: Your hostel has only 200 beds, but
I've heard tens of thousands of people come
here. How's that?
Host: After they've seen our beds most of them

A

Jlrlmor

OId

rivers. In some cases underground
rivers are linked with surface rivers for a long distance. Ent6ring
underground rivers, fish swim
back to the springs and come out
again. Moreover,- underground
rivers are not greatly affected by

leave immediately.
Guo Yanmin

Telling lhe Truth
Teacher: Why didn't your father attend

the

parents' meeting yesterday evening?
Student: IIe said to tell you he was on a business trip and hadn't come back.
Teacher: Is that true?
Student: Yes, he even repeated it several times
last night to be sure I'd remember.
De Ming
.

togic
Customer: Why do you post this sign with your
business hours and then open half an hour
late?

Clerk: If we didn't have the sign, how would you
know we were ldte?
Qing Zhou

e
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Chinese Cimema Tod ay"
DING QIAO

N SOME countries film-making films that rvill educate, enlighten
T
r is the preserve of private in- and promote the advance of
dustry and profits often take pre- society.
cedence over artistic and social
considerations. In China, films are
A New Scene
public in-stead of private ventures.
The country's 19 film studios (13
Chinese cinema. from smali
producing feature films and the
beginnings
before 1949, grew
rest specializing in newsreels. documentaries, cartoons, children's rapidly between 1949 and 1966.
films and edueational films of aII Flowever, the political turmoil of
kinds) operate under the overall 1966-76 caused grave damage to
direction of the FiIm Administr.a- this country, politically, econoand culturaily, and the
tion Bureau of the Ministry of mically
film
industry
was not spared. Very
Culture-though they have considerable artistic autonomy. The few pictures were produced at all,
and these had to conform to the
aim is to produce entertaining simplistic
and artificial strictures
DING QIAO, a veteran of the film in- imposecl by the gang of four. It
duslry and former deputy director of was only in 1977 that our film
the FiIm Administraiion Bureau, was workers were able to start afresh
recently appointed a vice.,minister *f
Culture. This article is excerpted from from the shambles that were 1eft.
a speech to foreign residents in Beijing.

The 24 features produced that year

In 'The True Story of Ah Q,' based on the Lu Xun novel, Ah g consl.anily bul_
lierl by the rich and powerful takes out his frustrations by-teasing a young
- than he rs,
Buddhist nun evcn mors helpless

inevitably bore traces of the ste_
reotypes touted by the gang in the
ten preceding y€ars. The char.acters ..v'ere affected and artificial
and their movements stylized. Vil_
lains were still being photographed
frcm a high angle to make them
seem insignificant and heroes from
a low one to make them seem
larger than iife, But there vras
also at that time a great resolve
to improve the guality of fiimmaking and restore the realistic
tradition.

In

in

1978 we made 40 features and

the 30th anniversary of
the founding of the people,s Republic, 65. Some of them achieved
real depth of content and orig_
inality in style. Encoulaged by
growing approvai from audiences,
we increased the nurnber to g2 in
1980 and i05 in 1981.
Simp1y quoting the number of
1979,

,

films made does not teII the whole

story. Films made in the past few

years are marked by nerv explorations in content and technique, and.
their subject matter is more varied
than ever before. Those on pre-

sent-day themes number more

than 40 and make up an important
part of the total.
A dozen of these are on life in
the countryside. ln-Laus, Laughter
|n Maon Village and, Xu Mao anil
His Daughters have won wide ac-

claim. ln-Lauss explores family
in a socialist society

relationships

and is based on real contradictions

that exist between generations in
many rural families. Its characters
are more realistic than in some
past films, it is full of the homely
details of life and its lessons are
driven home with light humor. It
was very popular among the
peasants.
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New historical films such

as

The Xt'an lncident, (about the 1936

kidnapping of Chiang Kai-shek
by patriotic generals) The Nanchang Upris'ing (marking the 1927
founding of the Peopie's Liberation

Army), Mayor Chen Yi and .4
Long Wag to Go realisticallY recreate important people and events

in revolutionary history. In these
films iife-like character portrayal
is stressed to give a sense of credibility to veteran revolutionaries
appearing on the screen (this was
often a weak Point in earlier
films).

Films adapted from famous
literary works such as Regret for
the Past, The True StorY of Ah Q
and Medi,cine (all from stories bY
Lu Xun) ard Midnight (based on
the novel by Mao Dun) trave been
faithful to the originals while exploring new means of telling a
story in cinematic terms.
Eeftecting Real Life
The films Neighbors, The Dri,ue
Corir,er Forgotten bg
Loue, CaLl of the Home Village,
Th.e Intsisible Web and Contem-

to Win, A

poraries raise in different ways the

vital questions of carrying for-

war'd revolutionary traditions, encouraging the revolutionary spirit

and bringing up the new generation. They explore the moral quaIities of lea'ders and young people
alike as they encounter the ttrrbulence of the recent Past and the
challenges of the present daY.
In A Corner Forgotten bg Loue,
for instance, young people struggle
against the feudal custom of ar-

ranged marriages-a tendencY
that made an unfortunate comeback during the "cultural revolution." Neighbors deals realistica).J.y
with the housing shortage, with
the corruption of some officials,
and with the tendencY to make

things seem better than they are.
ThE hero, iiving in poor, crowded
conditions, rebels against the idea
of borowing a fancy apartment
to impress a foreign visitor. Neighborhood people, despite the maneuvers of a local leader, settle the
distribution of new housing in a

fair way.
AUGUST
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Huang Mei of 'A Corner Forgottea by Love,' mentally sc.rrred by her older sister's suicide, tries to avoid even a chiltlhood frientl'

A recent fi7m, The Herdsman, is
rich in content and artisticallY
quite advanced. Its characters are
atl the more moving for being
realistically portrayed. Although
it dwells on sorne of the setbacks
and agonizing phases of China's
recent past, it does so with a fine
sense of political and artistic restraint the costly lessons of past
mistakes are drarvn in such a way
as to inculcate hope for the future'

of new talenis

new ways of thir.rking and new
contradictions. Scrme films still
iack awareness of the Pulse of the
times and have not much dePth.
A falseness born of arbitrary invention and mechanical coPYing
are great enemies of good filmmaking. Some writers create relationships, human actions and
plots 'arhich are hardly cred'ible'
Events and characters come and go

at the rvriter's whim,

Flowering of Talent
Dozens

changes in political life. There is
not enough penetr,ating analysis of

have

emerged in the Past few Years,
among them directors, Performers,

designers and technicians. Onethird of the 105 features filmed in
1981 were produced bY Young and
middle-aged directors. Tl-re awardwinning scenario for In-Lous came
from a young amateur writer (see
May 1982 issue of China Reconstructs). There used to be some
anxiety about the lack of successors in the fiLm industry; we now
feel more optimistic.
Although the overall trend is
toward a revival of the fine tradi-

tion of revolutionary realism,
there are still shortcomings. Too
few films deal with the new PeoPle
emerging in the course of recent

w'ithout
rhyme or xeason. Audiences dislike
such films because they distort trife
instead of helping PeoPIe under-

stand it eorrectlY.
Some young film workers borrow themes or techniques indiscriminately from foreign films, often
taking over only the most superficial aspects. TheY do not Yet
know how to integrate form and
content, and even less how to
combine national and international
characteristics. ImProving the
artistic quality of Chinese films is
a task for the present and for a long
time to ccme.
O,ther Types

of Films

Recent documentaries outstand-

ing fcr their authenticity include
The Reuolution of 1911 (about the
63

many theatrical and opera troupes
across the country, is the Beijing

Film Institute. It has a current
enrollmeqt of about 300 students
and departments of acting, directing, photography, sound recording
and animation. Its graduates work
in studios all over China. A nelv
cinema literature departthent is
being added, plus a number of
short-term training courses.

Some promising

youngsters

come from non-theairical backgrounds. Chen Chong was an
ordina'ry middle-school student in
Shanghai when she was chosen
for the lead role in Little Fl,ouser.

Director Xie Jin was holding
auditions and had not found
anyone suitable among the official
candidates when his attention was

Teng Wenji, director
tress

Chen Chong.

of {he film 'Awakening,'

overthrow of the last imperial
dynasty), Soong Ching Ling, Lu
Xun (China's great 20th century
writer), Rhgthmic Beauty (about
gymnastics) and. Soaring (on parachute jumping). Science and education films have consistently used

the viewpoint of dialectical

ma-

terialism in their efforts to explain

natural and social

phenomena,

popularize knowledge on scientific

subiects and spread new technoiogy. Films of this type are valuable teaching tools in schools,
factories, the countryside and over
the increasingly far-reaching television service. They have a real
role to play in China's drive toward modernization.
Children and adults alike, at
home and abroaci, have been captivated by the vivid, original animated films of recent years. Outstanding examples are Tuso Little
Peacocks, How to CamE a Watermelon (based on traditional papercuts), Nezha Conquers the Dragon
Ring, The Foolish Scholar Shopping for Shoes (animated puppets)
and Three Monks (see JuIy 1982
China Reconstructs).
Development

of the Industry

The first fllm showing in China
in 1896. The first production,

was
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discusses

a

scene

with young ac-

a filmed opera, dates to 1905 and
the first original feature to 1913.
In the 1930s a progressive film
movement in the Kuomintangcontrolled areas, with such actors
and directors as Zhao Dan, Bai
Yang, Qin Yi, Shen Fu and Xie

Tian, produced many popular pictures reflecting life as it was. But
before 1949 most films shown in
China were American, which only
those who knew English could understand. During the war against
Japanese aggression many small
film groups arose in liberated
areas of north and central China,
and atter 1949 all these experienced
people coalescenl to lorm the basis
o[ a revived industry.
Between 1949 and 1966 the craft
of film-making developed considerably and a number of classic
pictures rvere made'. Netu Year
Sacritice, The Lin Family Shop,
Song of Youth, Storm,, and Red
Detachment of Women. After the
cultural debacle which ended in
1976, many of these earlier films
were shown again, to the delight
of a new generation of fans.
Today there are about 400,000
workers in the industry, including
directors, performers, camera and
sound experts, art designers and
support stafI. One major source
of new personnel, besides the

caught by a shy young girl watch-

ing from the sidelines __ Chen
Chong
and so a new actress was
born. The China Film Distribution

Corporation, which handles all
distribution, has branches all over
the country. In the past few years
145 foreign f ilms f rom Korea,
Yugoslavia. Japan. Britain, Mexico, East Germany, Indi.a and
other countries were shown along
with hundreds of Chinese films.
These are dubbed into Chinese by
a studio specializing in this work.
Some Chinese films are also sent
abroad, with translated subtitles.
Two years ago the China Film
Co-Production Corporation was set
up to facilitate joint projects with

foreign producers. The TV miniwhich China
cooperated with an Italian company, was shown in the U.S. this
May and will ultimately be seen
in many countries. A joint SinoJapanese feature, An Unfi.nished
Chess Game, has now been completed. Covering many years, the
film tells of the friendship-symbolized by a planned chess game
between two ordinary people, one
Chinese and one Japanese. The
game i,s interrupted by the war
and finished only years later. after
both men have gone through harrow-ing experiences. The picture
stresses the war's terrible effects
on both countries and affirms their
traditional, if briefly interrupted,
tr
friendship.
serie,s Marco Polo, on.
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l,eft on his own before liberadon
when his father leaves the coun trv
an<I his mother dies, Xu Lingjun
of 'The Herdsman' is educated bv
the state and becomes a teacher.
but is unjustly labeled a R.ightist
in 1957 and sent to the grasslands
to herd horses (above).
Eventually he marrics a y()ung

country girl and develops

ties

with the countryside and its peo-

ple. After the fall of the gang of
four his case is rectifiecl and his
father, now a rich US capitalist,

returns to ofer him a life of
wealth and comfort; Xu chcroses
to stay and work for the countrv
and people he loves.

Left: 'The Xi'an Incident' dramatically recreates the 1936 kidnapping of Chiang Kai-shek by patriotic KMT generals Zhang Xueliang and
YangHuchen^g in a desperate attempt to force him to stoD the civil war and fighl the Japanese-invaders, and th]e Communist]arty's pitient
negotiation of a new united_front despite Chiang's stubbornness. Right: ZhoD Enlai (2nd right) talks with Chiang (2nd left), his riife Soong
Mei-ling and her brother T.V. Soong.

S
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or selfishness.

In 'A Modern Man,' Vice-Director Cai l\,ting of

a tractor plant
(2nd left) leads a struggle against conservative, backward ideas.

'Li Huiniang,'

a

Iilm version of a traditional opera, tells of heroine

Li's daring assassination of an evil official and her love for

an

upright young scholar.

Based on the Mao Dun novel.
'Midnight'brings to life the many
tragedies of the old society, including that of Shanghai national
capitalist Wu Sunfu (left), bankrupted in the 1930s by a system
dominated by foreign impe-

rialists and their
collatrorators.

Chinese

Woven bamboo fan.

Dragon, tiger and phoenix
designs embroidered on a
dress ofvery thin gauze.

Wooden grave figurine
wearing colorful embroi-

dered dress.

Silk-covered

quilt

decoand

rated with dragons
phoenixes.

Treasure-Trove of Uery Early Silks
PENG HAO
T\ESIGNS in a recent find of silk

IJ lrb.i." predate by several
hundred years the earliest examples previously unearthed.
Among those in a collection of

silks from a tomb in Hubei province probabiy dating from the
middle Warring States Period

(475-221 B.C.) were stylized

buried with a lot of silks, was
motifs such as the phoenix, possibly not of high birth. The
hexagon, S-shape, and lozenge finds are now being studied for
figure. Previously the earliest more exact information.

ani.mals and dancers, and also

finds of this type dated from the
Eastern Han dynasty (A.D. 25220).

The tomb was discovered bY
brickyard workers digging clay in
Jiangling county, just north of the
Changjiang (Yangtze) River in

The Hubei tomb's occuPant,
well-of f enough to be south-central Hubei

though

Portion of diamond-shaped design with vermilion and black tiger and, in the
corner, a dragon.

province.

Now known as Mazhuan No. 1 (a
contraction of the factory's name),
the tomb is one of many from this
period in the vicinity over the
years. Eight kilometers to the
southeast once lay a city named
Jinan, which from 689 to 278 B.C.

was capital of the large

and

powerful state of Chu. So valued
was the art of silk weaving in Chu
that once when it invaded the
Siate of Lu, known for its silks,
one of its demands before withdrawing was that a hundred
weavers, women silk workers and
other artisans be handed over to
Chu.

Tiny embroidery stitches create an elaborate. colorful design on this quilt cover,

Though not large, the tomb contains a gorgeous array, including
brocades in two and three colors.
gauze, and pieces with fine embroidery. Several kinds of fabrics
were often used in the same garment. Some of the plain weaves
contain as many as 150 warp
threads per centimeter, testifying
to the high level of silk production
at the time.
The brocades are of warp'Patterned compound weave,

in which

a warp thread passes over several
weft threads to create the design.
(Plain-color damasks were being
made by this method as early as
3,000 years ago in the Shang
dynasty.)
One piece

of brocade has a pattern unit 50 cm. Iong and 5.5 cm.
wide, with seven different motifs.
They include mythical animals like
PENG HAO, who participateil in the
excavation, is a vice-director of the
archaeological section of the Jingzhou
Museum, Hubei province.
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as the saying went. On one beauti-

ful

piece is a large embroidered
dragon-and-phoenix design combined with tigers in vermilion and

black.

Quick Excavation
When the brick workers realized

they had found an ancient tomb
early last January, they reported
it to the Jingzhou Prefecture Museum and some of our staff went
immediately to the site. Inside the
pit tomb, which rested in a layer
of white clay, we found a funerary
chamber of thick wooden blocks.
It had three rooms; according to
ancient literature tombs of this
time were built in the shape of
the house the deceased had lived

Litting the inner coffin from the

tomb.

in. The coffin was in the central
one, draped with dark brown silk
in the shape of a mosquito net.

apparently intended to represent
the hangings in her house.
Working for 16. hours straight
through the cold winter night, we
removed the funerary objects from
the two smaller rooms, including
wooden figurines of four women in

colorful embroidered

the tomb occupant's use in an afterlife.

nine brocade ribbons were a
dozen items, including brocade and

embroidered quilts, gowns of silk
padding and of gauze. The skeleton was clothed in three garments
and laid over it were a piece of
brocade and a silk skirt. Over the
face was a gauze veil. The feet
were tied together and in each of
the hands, which were tied at the
sides of the body, was a rol.l of silk.
This burial custom has iong been

known from the Yi Li (Ceremony
and Courtesy), a book compiled
during the Warring States period,

in a row facing the inner but this is the first time a body
coffin, and some household ar- was found bearing out the inforticles-a bronze tripod, a wine mation in the book. The silks are
pot with a loop handle and some now being preserved under aircups, a lacquer toilet case decorat- tight conditions and examined in
ed with a dragon-and-phoenix de- detail.
tr
standing

Clothing and quilts, neatly tied with
nine silk ribbons, probably meant for

dresses

sign, a fan and a box for small
items, both made of finely-woven
bamboo. There were also pottery
sacrifical vessels and small bamboo baskets containing various
kinds of food.
When, on lifting a corner of the
cover of the coffin, we discovered
it to be filled with silks, we immediately sealed it again until we
could open it under more controlled conditions at the museum.
The first thing we saw on opening the coffin was a silk-covered
coat with silk padding, then a quilt
with a dragon-and-phoenix design
embroidered in deep red, gold and
dark brown. In a bundle tied with

dragon, phoenix and unicorn, and

dancers with flowing sleeves.
Another has the geometric shapes
mentioned dabove combined with

The outer silk-padded quilt is carefully rolled back. The body, covered by more
pholos by Xinhua
layers of fabrie, is in the mound at (he center.

the phoenix motif.
Beautiful Embroidery
Even more valued than brocade
States times was embroidery, for the greater labor expended on it and more individual

in Warring

artistry. Fanciful animal

designs

are embroidered in shades of yellow, green, deep red, purple and
dark brown on backgrounds of different colors. Phoenixes predominate, dancing, hovering with
spread wings, standing full face or
in profile, all vividly executed.
There are several garments of
gauze "thin as a dragonfly's wing,"
70
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Lesson 20
HUANG WENYAN

Marriage
J\*|i
Mary:

't-a

lU * I t

+

4'l
'.1'
Xiio li ddro'rF
nir
Xiao Li to where

Mili:
z

Sdng Yfn:
Song Yun:

tifl

frl & r* J.

go?

41 ttit * ! .

2t +*,

fr1r t+ *- t_ #t

,4*,1,

4+,

MTIi:
Mary:

Te de
duixiing shi shui?
Her opposite member is who?
h1J Fl +"
fiil,
Te cdngqiAn de t6ngxu6.
Her former
schoolmate.
a-4+ alt
4k- t+

't-Z.

z

Sdng Yirn:
Song Yun:

,41,1,
M6li:

Do what

*Az

6Jt itA"

j\

Bdr tdri qingchu.
Not very clear.

w6
I

F*,

x [,d. 4t -

zhi iiinguo te yi
only saw him one

Li bt yuirnyi zilo ii6hiin,
time. XiaoLi not willing early marry,
4b,
dt
*Uo,J.
ti
iiren jit yizhi dEngzhe tE. Xi6o
XEo

her loved one just

along wait (for) her. Xiao
zhDge

Li's

parents also especially

,l.,lkf

like this one

Sirng Yun:
Song Yun:

MAIi:
Maryl

t4*1,
MtrIi:

*,'E

Shi a.

Yes.

dui

ma?

it A. T
A,b {6-iE
" BEobirn
bir
hfinyin

sh6o

not

few

Y

ziroch6ng

Arranged marriage create

hl fa#"
,,t -*yishEng de
rdn
a life (of)
& h f E +1* ,!T
ji6le
W6 kirn Zh6nggu6 firnil
I

Mary:

suffering.

see Chinese women

fx
still
*I"
Dui.
ln

r6ngr4n

'*A

z

Sdng Yun:
Song Yun:

nA

hiin

married

a4+
work.

fr+ik-ffi,

t1* ch[
* ,l'

Ji6firngqi6n, ftrnll

a4+rtIrlk
work

{6

gdngzud, "

Right. Libemtion before,
gdngzuir de

,\ t*tu hl &-g rT 'y ,\
n+ li"n+ 2i1t6.
flkt"
h6
ii6le

wiri
women (who) go out

)-, l|iiL

^

shlo, jingjishdrng bir
very few, economically not
hEn

M.Sr,

+
kio

N.[a,

9tt T

drili,

{. *-

hV
n6ng

able (be)

*-it ,i*-6

zhdngfu shEnghu6, m6iydu
independent, depend on husband (to) live, not have

t6ngxu6 hud t6ngshi
hiin.
is with schoolmates or co-workers married.

diwOi, diingr6n bt hui pingd6ng,
status, naturally not able (be) equal,

&4

Y6 y6u

.,\
bi6r6n

firJ

,b

+

*E

9g fr!

gEi ji&shho

"
de.

shOnzhi

Also have (those who) other people introduce.

f E fr+ ik- v\ E, E
Zhdnggui iiEfirng ylhdu,

even

tut
ji

++

ge

jEnchi

China

{6*n

hiinyin

liberation after,

1982

firmly uphold

Ai,
&tp-*u 1ffi ,1*\,
zizhi, ziri bici
Mill:

marriageself-decision,
AUGUST

-i6*8, rt,4 r

Wd iiEchir de pdngyouli, bir shlo' r6n
I intouchwith friendsamong, not few people
all

**,

K Et#.X rr]

ch6ng shiqi nii
very long period within

tdngki.

d6u shi

Sirng Yrin:
Song Yun:

f.P"

hEn

practice arranged marriage, right?

people

xilohudzi. "
young man.

th*'lr

ft a,il

E

h[nhdu
marriage after

xingfri.

Old China once at

*

46

happy.

shixlng biobdn hiinyin,

E€ + ,*16,
^
tr,t -t +A
all
.tr,
-4 rt l+
t+ ff'l E li. ii;+
Li de fim[ yC tebi6 xihuan
)i_. ,.l.+

ci.

Zhdnggud c6ngjing

Mary:

de?

work?

z

MIIi:

A

Zud sh6nme gdngzud

^
rE f tr B ,A fr
Jiir
ziri
hui hEn
can be very

(people)

J4l,l

ltif

Mary:
Sdng Yin:
Song Yun:

lk ir?"

ji6hiin, jintiiin dEngji qu 'le.
Busy about marriage, today register went.
M6ngzhe

,*48,

de iichfishirng jidhiin,
basis (on)
marry,

qtle?

at

liioji6
mutual understanding

Mary:

several

tn

^

++,

z; fl frlJ Tv)( *

ql
yi ge n6n de k6yi
one male (is) permitted take
+J-JCJo
qizi.
wves.

tL ,fyt

Xiinzii

ne?

Now?

7t

ir 6:
Sdng Yun:
Song Yun:

tn

-*. -+

R- P+* atr
E shi
ydngi

Xiirnziri

Now
+'J.

is

strict

yi

yi fii

de

one

qI

husband one wife

'ally.' Guirqir, Zhdnggu6 ftnfi jingjishang bir n6ng
drili it++ g+1+r1,+LrfrVtil.i (In the paSt,

zhi.
system.

141,1.

*r8 4 4 t*it

'4 t

Chinese women were unable

MTIi:
Mary:

Ji6h[n d6u yio dengji
(To) marry all have to register?

Sdng Yun:
Song Yun:

Shuiingfing bixE qinzi qir
bhnli
Two sides must personally go (to) take care of

fl*'

lLn

,y-.tfr

ma?

+a +

e*f6 $dEngji
tt

jiihiin

,b tg

+ *"

shduxir.

,i.++,
ZhCying,

marriage registration procedure. In this way,

Rt

16,{B *.

hiinyin gulinxi cAi

+

'r

hefi

marriagerelationshiponly legally

d(,i

"

ch6ngli.
established.

Translation
Mary:
Song Yun:

Mary:
Song Yun:

Mary:
Song Yun:

Where is Xiao Li?
She is busy about her wedding. Today she has
gone to register.
Who is the young man?

Her former schoolmate.
What kind of work does he do?

I'm not certain. I've seen him only once. Xiao
Li didn't want to marry early. He waited for her
for a long time. Her parents also like this young
man very much.

Mary:

Among my friends euite 2 1sw married schoolmates

Song Yun:

There are also some who were introduced by other
people. Since liberation free choice in marriage
has been adhered to in China. People who marry
on a basis of mutual understanding can have a
happy marriage.
In the old China arranged marriage was practiced

or

Mary:

for a long time, wasn't it?
Yes. Arranged marriages caused life-long

Mary:

ing for a lot of people.
Isee Chinesewomen continue

men.

1.

reality

to

in

order

to

get

3

adhere to principle

€r\" zirochdng create, cause
€E\.Jnt zioch6ng s[nshi cause losses
€d"fe,S zioch6ng wEihii create a hazard

1,

Tell briefly in Chinese what you know about

2.

marriage in China.
Fill in correct verb measure words.

register personally. Only in
legally

established.

Notes

for shing -L: regarding.
We have learned that the character shdrng -L
use

4,t jidnchi yfinzd

Exercises

this way can the marriage relation be

l. Another

jiEchir winti touch upon the problem
jidnchi persist, insist, adhere to

tr++€ n jiinchi yijian persist in an opinion
'tr++7-4+ jidnchi gdngzud continue to work

be

?

They both have

tr#
tr++iF

they

One man could even have several

Now it is strictly monogamy.
Does everyone have to register

t*M jiEcht associate, get in touch with
l*ft* * I'fr jiEchit shiji be (get) in touch with
J*ffitE@

wlves.
And now?

married
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Everyday Expressions

2.

to workafter

marry.
Yes.Before liberation very fewwomen went out
to work. They were unable to be economically
independent and had to depend on their husbands.
equal with

Song Yun:

zii huishang
L i+ iE 4+ lk

l.{/,( (Everybody discussed this problem heatedly
at the meeting).
2. How many times?
The words ci ;i. biin @. tirng t0 and hui E
placed after verbs mean 'time(s).' These a{e called verb measure words. Qing nidrn yi ci i6'A-,i.
(Please read once): Td kdngud li6ng bihn ,ft f it
6 da (He has seen it twice); Wd qirle sdn ting
1 .-& (I went three times).
^+ The object, if it is a noun, follows the measure
word: Wd chiguir yi ci Zhdnggu6 firn *\rirt-,4 f
ALfr- (I have had a Chinese meal once), If it
is a pronoun, it goes before the verb measure
word: Wd kinjiinguo te yi ci Ji.6 n it.4t,-rA (I
h rve seen him once). But a long object may be
put at the beginning of the sentence, partly for
emphasis: Zhi bEn fEnyi xiloshud w6 zhi kinle
yi bian ,i,:A8uri,l.rtflX h I -ifu (I hrve only
read the translation of this novel once).

suffer-

They had no status and naturally could not
Mary:
Song Yun:
Mary:

to be economically

independent); Zhige winti diji6
tiolin de hin rilii E^ tE x[ t 4 E +

co-w-orkers,

Song Yun:

Song Yun:

(up) can be attached to other words to indicate
direction. This character has another use. It is
used as a sumx to mean 'as regards' or 'in the
course of', much like the English suffixes 'wise' or

(1)
(2)
(s)

(4)

A'fi++Aii.ltirt=-o
iii^+4\Ef,th t fr_,

frJi,tA.
4bfi1, *\,f[+hti.-

^vHi
ft
E

I

\
trfr_4.

tL

'h
1:

+i-^-L*l&,-il1,fi1]1L_i6.
A-E) .HINA

+
E

B
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COTTON SHOES
Styles of ROC Brand Cotton Shoes always

follow

new fashion

and children.

for

men, h)omen

CHINA NATIONAL LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS IMPORT &
EXPORT CORPORATION, SHANDONG BRANCH
8 Tioniin Rood, Qingdoo, People's Republic of Chino. Coble: "INDUSTRY" Qingdoo

ln the 0rient
discover the difference between
travel and Lindblad Travel
Lindblad Travel has created a series of different and
flexible travel itineraries in the Orient. These programs are
operated on a weekly basis, This means you can combine
visits to diflerent areas to suit your particular wishes.
For instance, many want to see China. Let us suggest
then that you spend two weeks there and add another in
Japan. Or you want to simply go to Beijing for a full week,
where there is more and more to see every year. Then you
proceed to Thailand and from there to Indonesia for a third
week. It is also possible to combine our Beijing program
with visits to India, Nepal or Bhutan. Or you may combine

beautiful Burma with India or any of our other Orient

Tenzing Norgay, world famous mountaineer and first man
to reach the top of Mt. Qomolangma (Mount Everest),
personally takes you on a trekking expedition.

Lindblad Travei stands for quality of travel, quality of
planning, handling and leadership. Because we have operated tours in the Orient for 24 years we are well known.
Wherever you go, you find our own Lindblad staffon hand,

ready and anxious

to

assist you-whether

it be

with

shopping, hotels, restaurants or tickets for entertainment.

We use only the very finest hotels.
guarantee luxury accommodations.

In China

we can

You will discover that traveling to the Orient with
Lindblad Travel is a delightfully diflerent experience.
Please contact Lindblad Travel al any of the locations listed below,

prograrns.

We ofler a totally different Himalaya tour where

LTNDBLAD

TRAVEL, !NC.

8 Wright street, P.o. Box 912, Westport, cT 06881 usA (203) 226-4rgg Telex: 643443
tINDBtAD TRAVET
(HoNG K0NG) LTD.

20l0

Swire House

9 Connought Rood Centrol
Hong Kong B.C.C.
Telephone: (5) 263-356

Telex: 661

5l

LINDBLAO TBAVEI, INC.

tINDBIAD TBAVEI, !NC.

VIVBE INTEBNATIONAL

22

P.O. Box 5067, FDR Stotion

ARAI Building

New York, NY

7-7

Petershom Mews

London, SWZ5NR, UK
Telephcurer 01 -584-9042

Telex: 9] 2 881

.l0022

USA

Telephone: (21 21 7 51 -23OO
Telexr 234980

Honshio-Cho

Shiniuku-Ku

Tokyo, 'l 60, JoPon
Telephone: 03-357 -0241
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STAMPS OF NEW CHINA
a

0)

!

Industrial and Agricultural Developments
E

(J

The regular (not commemorative) stamps now in general use in
China are a set of I 4 issued in 1977 and portraying industrial and

agricultural development.
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp

Pcf

1, Coal, oneJen
2, Animal Husbandry, one and half /bn
3, Harbors, two Jen.
4, Forestry, 3/en.
5, Electric Power, 4 fen
6, Fishery, 5./en.
7, Agriculture, 8/n.
8, Post and Telecommunications, l0l2n
9, Iron and Steel,2O /en
10, Transportation,3O /bn.

ll,

Textiles, 40 /ar

12,

Agricultural Machinery, 50/2n
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13, Oil,6O len
14, Railways, 70 /el
11.5. Color photogravured.
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